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FAIR tonight and Fri- day; not much change
in temperature, is Hie

i

prediction.

EXCLUSIVE ASSOOIATED PREOO LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
VOL. XXXVI.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

NO. 59.
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The text of the coniniunieailion
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IS RENEWED WITH VIOLENCE
THE ARTILLERY
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and resume there the functions of
government. The foregoing dispatch
Is the first official announcement tnat
the administration is to return. Pre
vious reportB have said unofficially
that the government was about to go
back and that parliament would meet
tie latter part of December to pass
emergency laws.
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CAUSE OF COLORADO TROUBLE
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MINE INSPECTOR WITNESS TELLS
SAYS OFFICE IS
A

IEUP011T

INTENSE

-
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CITY EDITION

REGION OF

EAST IS LESS

HAND it to the chap
who predicted snowy
weather until
after
Christmas.

1914.

there was a rather
lively artillery fire directed against
Nieuport and to the south of Ypres.
i"The Inundations have extended to
'
the south of Dixmtide. '
f'Prom the Lys to the Somme there
has been violent bombardment, par-to the west
at
j f
WILL WATCH FIGHT
IN
.
of Lens.
New York, Dec. 3. Sis United
."There was quiet along the entire SHOWS UP DEMANDS OF ENGINE- States army officers, headed by Col
MEN1 IN THE WORST POSfront from the Somme ' to the Aisne
onel J, E. Kune, sailed today for Geand
in
Champagne.
SIBLE; LIGHT
IN
noa on the steamer Rotterdamon the
"In the Argonne several attacks on
way to Berlin to be official war obthe part of the enemy were repulsed
PAY FOR WGSK NOT DIE servers with the German armies in the
and we made slight progress.
west fields. In the party are-- Major
,"In the Woevre district the German
Aultmann and
a
certain
evidenced
artillery
activity; "TERMINAL DELAYS" AND "CON Williams, Mayor
Burtt and CapSharpie,
Captain
but with insignificant results.
MILEAGE ARE.
STRUCTIVE"
tain
Rockenbach.
The
- GERMAN
party will land
ANGREAT
OF
ATTACKS
ESCAPED
HAVING
"In
Lorraine
and
the
in
GERMANS,
Vosges ;
REFERRED TO
at Genoa and proceed direct to BerFORCE IN ARGONNE REGION
there 1s nothing Important to report. "
NIHILATION, PLAN A RElin.
ARE REPULSED
NEWED CAMPAIGN
Reads
Troops
Egypt;
EMPLOYES ADMIT STATEMENT
RHODES MEN ASSIST
Ixmdon, Dec. 3. "Australian and
London, Dec, 3. Ten American stuINUNDATED New Zealand contingents have been
TOTTERING MORE COUNTRY
FRZEMYSL
IS
disembarked in Egypt,' according to THEY SAY THAT IS THE WAY THE dent at Oxford University, eight of
whom are. Rhod-escholars, have vol
an announcement of the official bu
PROPOSED AGREEMENT WILL
THE RUSSIAN FORCES, TOO, HAVE WATER OBSTRUCTS TEUTON'S ATunteered for service with the Ameriin the defense of that
.'
"to
assist
OUT"
''WORK
reau,
DISTEMPTS TO REACH SEA
REACHED STR.KING
can commission for the relief of Bel
country and complete their training
COAST
TANCE OF CRACOW
glum. They will be sent to Belgium
3.J
there.
an
Dec.
and
Chicago,
engineer
"When this training is completed, fireman were called from their tomoiTow to assist Captain W. E.
to the front to homes to accompany a dead head en- Lucey In the distribution of food.
FIRING LINE they will go direct
KRUPP FACTORY THREATENED KINO ON THE
fight with the other British troops In gine (one being hauled by another)
SHOTS CROSS BORDER
.
at 8 o'clock p. m., and the train that
Europe."
Dec.
Gen
HIS
VISITS
Washington,
ENGLAND
OF
GEORGE
was
to
was
It
haul
three
DROPS
BOMBS
hours
hOSTILE AIRSHIP
delayed
IN
EMBATTLED HOSTS
before it started, during which the eral Bliss reported today that bullets
UPON THE GERMAN GUN
Emperor Holds Conference
FRENCH TERRITORY
MANUFACTORY
Berlin, Dec. 3 (via London.) Em- deadhead crew was asleep in the ca- from Mexican snipers in Naco, Sonora,
peror William yesterday had a con- boose, the men would be paid for "ter- continued to strike in American terri
ference at Breslau in Silesia, with minal delay" even though they were tory. He has again protested to Genmilitary circles Archduke Frederick, commander In
eral Maytorena to prevent shots from
Although the open opinion is expressed In foreign
slumbering.
i
being fired jver the border.
that operations on a large scale are in progress! n France and in Belgium, chief of the
army,
one
is
the
That
this
way
provisiou
the announcements of Berlin tell of no Important ba,ttlea.
to
a
here
received
telegram
according
of the requests of j the enginemen
The fighting in. trie east likewtse has diminished In intensity. The today at general headquarters. Arch- would work out i the arbitration
ocduke Charles Francis, heir to the board, iu session hera, grants their de CONDITIONS QUIET
German war office statement reports that nothing of Importance has
artilthrone, and General von Hoetzendorf, mands, was the testimony today of
curred, west or east. The French announcement speaks of violent
of Ypres, and be- of the general staff, also were pres- M. W.
lery fire near the North seal at Nieuport, in the vicinity
Cadle, an expert witness for the
ent. Later Emperor William visited a men,
tween the River Lys and Somme.
IN MEXICO CITY
under
fcy
military hospital at Breslau.
James M. Sheean, attorney represent
German forces persist in their infantry attack In the Argonne region,
The barrier
ing the railroads.
but, so far as has been disclosed, have made little progress.
toward the
advance
German
the
to
check
Belgians Start Riot
allies
the
Sheean's course tulav was a con WASHINGTON RECEIVES ENCOUR-- :
of water which helped
London, Dec. 3. Rioting broke out tinuation of his efferi
to obtain ex- AGING REPORTS FROM THE
French coast has been extended, further territory having been inundated
' in the Belgian concentration camp at planat'ions; orjusf
Ci THEBN CAPITAL
;
'., '
to the south of Dixmude.
f,J
. v 'i'j
with
would
rue
according
men
German
Holland,
Zeist,
yesterday,
worded
army
of
which
the
requests
supplies
The Krupp factory at Essen,
with to Het Volk, published at Amsterdam. work when applied to the varying
Washington, Dec. 3. Conditions in
Its great guns, is said to have been bombarded by an aviator, though
on the Belgians, killing services which
- ,
Dutch
fired
the
work
under.
city of Mexico, as late us last mid
enginemen
what effect Is not known,
six and wounding nine of them. No
were reported generally satis
the
in
arbitra
a
There
Is
Austrians
night,
provision
of
Belgrade by
In Budapest it Is asserted that the capture
details of the occurrence are as yet tion agreement's present demanda that factory in today's reports to the state
variance
Is
version
This
it
with
battle
In
bayonets.
a
was accomplished
available. This dispaich. is sent to the
do not waive advantages department. Consul Silliman stated
with reports from Nish that the Servian troops evacuated the city.
London by the correspondant of Ren- now they now enjoy. Sheean brought that no further moiestation of foreignWilliam,
line In France today. Emperor
King George was on the firing
Amster- out this'
point in" connection with, a ers has occurred.
to be in Bres-lau- , ter's Telegram company at
who recently visited his troops In east Prussia, is now said
dam.
A dispatch by way of El Paso, dated
which pays enginemen
western
road
commander of
Silesia, where he conferred with Archduke Frederick,
for constructive mileage, in addition yesterday, stated that Provisional
army.
the
Germans Continue Attacks
to the actual milage, they cover when President Gutlerresi and General Villa
since the Germans were checked In their advance
time
Dec. 3 (via London).
first
For the
Is on a certain grade. An engi- had entered the city. Consul
this
Piotrograd,
rrfea of the miliThe Warsaw campaign of the Ger- neer whose actual haul is 100 miles
on Warsaw It was possible today to gain ai fairly clear
report, which is believed to
Advices from both Berlin and Petrograd
Poland.
mans, which evidently was an at- will be paid for a greater distance to have been sent later, made no refertary situation In Russian
In throwing back the
indicated that the Germans had definitely succeeded
tempt of the Invaders to carry every- compensate him for the extra work ence to the entry.
their positrons
were
stolidly
and
maintaining
enveloping Russian forces
thing before them by the swiftness orf climbing grade,
and the boldness of the operations of
and that the situation remains extremely hazardous.
"Do you contemplate in your demand
Filibusters Captured
The latest official announcement from Petrograd states that the fighta comparatively limited number of for a 10 per cent excess oyer vallev
Brownsville,
Texas, Dec. 3. Nine
severe.
troops, appears today to competent rales for graae hauling that this shall Mexicans, heavily armed, part of an
ing hit become less
in killed,
A German military critic estimates that the Russian losses
military experts in Petrograd to have k figured only on the actual mileage, alleged filibustering expedition of 25
1,100,000, or
amount
to
fully
sickness,
from
death
resolved itself into a persistent and but on the constructive mileage as members, were captured by United
and
wounded, prisoners
is still
dogged grinding against the Russian well?" asked the lawyer.
of the nation's best troops. In Galicia the situation
States cavalrymen near Hidalgo, Tex
Cracenter, making use of the recently ar"Yes,"' replied Cadle.
Recent reports from Petrograd that the Russians had Invested
as, last night, according to a report
which
rived heavy reinforcements to this "That is, that' you want the roads to received here .tpday. The capture was
cow on three sides are now contradicted by an unofficial dispatch,
from
the
miles
are
city.
eight
end.
pay an excess wage on a haul that is made after an exciting chase.
says that the invaders
to
been
te
which
has
Gallclain
the
main
not
appears
The
stronghhold
attempt
of
Przemysl,
performed at all?"
The archbishop
The Mexicans had gathered at Mc- Ger-- ,
the
the
situation
as
and
out."
been
Lodz
it
has
works
around
the
"That's
saying
quoted
weeks,
way
several
centering
for
llen,
Texas, whence they were pro
under siege
man wings are seemingly Intent only
ceeding toward the Rio Grande. Rethere Is desperate and the surrender of the city impending.
OHIO STRIKE CONTINUES
the war relentlessly is reflected on holding the Russians against flankports reaching here indicate that this
Germany's determination to prosecute
J ';'-3. The subcom- party of 25 wTas only a portion of a
of the relchstag for a war credit of
Dec.
vote
O.,
operations.
ing
unanimous
Cleveland,
In the virtually
Austrians Made Error. "
mittee of the miners and operators of larger filibustering expedition.
and in the imperial chancellor's declaration ,that .his country
of the the eastern Ohio coal fields, where
commentator
The
military
breath.
last
the
rUlJ.wW"--'1would fight to
to 15,000 miners have been on strike
Novoe Vremya draws attention
3. The
increasing Austrian stronghold loft in Galicia, is what he calls a tacilcal error on the since
- London,
Dec.
April 1; laist, adjourned at noon GOVERNOR MAY STOP
thunder of guns In the vicinity of declared to be desperate.
of the Austrians in withdrawing today, after tailing to reach an agreepart
at Bruges of
De Wet is Caught
such a large portion of the army de- ment, and will report this disagreeYpres, and the arrival
CATTLE SHIPMENTS
men
condileads
over
wounded
The
in
England
anxiety
feated In Galicia across the Carpath- ment to the joint conference later in
transports bearing
a
tions in South Africa has been greatly ian mountains into Hungary, the Rus- the day.
to the conclusion In London that
relieved by the reported capture of the sians meanwhile confining themselves
greater degree of activity has prevail
SANITARY BOARD SAYS EXECUre-- ;
elusive De Wet, the most formidable to holding the passes into the Huned in west Slanders than has heea
TIVE IS CONSIDERING THE
Afriported in the official communication. among the leaders of the South
;
MATTER
plain. Thus the Auetrtans have
garian
"
".
with-atan- d
can rebellion.
Northern Poland Undecided
comparatively: few troops to
All reports agree that In northern
I
I'll!
the large Russian force and to
W. J.
; Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 3.
n
i ill I
I
3'
Berlin Reports Little Doing
Poland the "battle Is still undecided
At the same time,
Cracow.
MILL lUILLit
protect
of the state cattle
Linwood,
secretary
and fiercely contested, with the Ger
other operations to the southward are
sanitary board, today stated that GovreBerlin, Dec. 3 (via wireless to lin- '
forces SESSION WILL BE HELD IN PARIS, ernor
mans making desperate efforts to
up large
tying
W, C. McDonald had announced
was
statement
official
den).
Today's
'on the roads to Budapest
sume their forward movement 'in the
RETURN
TO
MARKING
of Issuing a proclamation
his
intention
anllnjited to the following brief
o
direction of Warsaw.
THE CAPITAL
?
nouncement:
today which, declares a quarantine
Rennenkampf the Goat
RUSSIANS ASK AID
against all cattle shipments Into the
"In neither theater of the war has
From Petrograd comes the report
3.
next
The
Dec
state
parliament
from any other state or from
Paris,
3.
"A
Dec.
of importance happened."
prttful appeal,''
London,
that General Rennenkampf has been anything
to meet in. extraordi- Mexico. The quarantine is to remain
called
been
tft
has
Renter's
correspondent
telegraphs
made the scapegoat on account of
at Paris on December in force until all danger of infecting
Petrograd, "has been received by the nary cession
Germans Repulsed at Argonne
the Napoleonic coup which enabled
and
22. The members of the French cab- New Mexico cattle with .foot
Russian
capital
the
authorities
qf
week
the German forces to cut through the
next
Bordeaux
has
leave
disease
to
are
mouth
inet
passed.;?
be
official
3.
relief
The French
Paris.. Dec.
from Lemberg, urging that
encircling Russian cordon. According report
out In Paris this after- extended t Russian widows, or .pea- for this city, where tbey will put Mr. Linwood did not say whether
given
Genfito this report, the dilatoriness of
the proclamation would affect the
noon says that yesterday there was sants and other destitute persons who themselves at the disposal of the
eral Rennenkampf in bringing up rein- a rather
of shipment of cattle across the state.
chamber
of
the
committee
'10,000
About
nance
at
in
Galicia,
are stranded
lively artillery exchange
forcement, made the success of the
Large numbers of Mexican cattle have
Nieuport and to the smith, of Ypres, Russians, the appeal says, have been deputies.
Gorman move possible;
been Imported in the last few months,
Russeveral
been
took
The
There
have
Austrians.
reports
bombardment
and that a heavy
arre&ted by the
Russians Near Cracow
place to the west of Lenz. In the Ar- sian army rescued 2,000 of these men. during th past month that the French and cattle from that country are conRussian forces are now reported to gonne several German attacks were The appeal la endorsed by the Rus government, which went from Paris sidered a Bource of danger, but the
chief source is in the importation of
Otherwise the situation sian governor general of the portion to Bordeaux in the early part of
be within ten miles of Cracow, while repulsed.
the situation of Przemysl, the only shows Iittlo- dliUnge.
'7,'SS fihouit k return to Paris eastern dairy cattle.
of GalicirfDow under RussJan control.
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DALRYMPLE SAYS THAT LACK OF
FUNDS MAKES ENFORCING
LAWS IMPOSSIBLE ' " "

MINERS WERE WILLING TO CON
CEDE EVERYTHING TO SECURE A HEARING

MINES

EMPLOYEES

ARE IN

BAD

SHAPE

THIS AND EMPLOYMENT

OF
MEN CAUSES
ACCIDENTS

COMPENSATION

THEY

WERE

AFRAID

SAID A DISCUSSION WITH
MEAN
RECOGNITION

THE MEN WOULD

LAW NEEDED OOVEENSa WORKED VALIANTIY

PRECEDING
HOWLEGISLATURE,
EVER, FAILED TO PROVIDE
THE COMMISSION

PERATORS, AFTER AGREEMENT
WAS REACHED, REPUDIATED

THEIR PROMISES

Denver, Deo. 3. Because his department itself has not complied with
the law he did not feel like proceeding against the mine foremen and fire
bosses for negligence and other offenses against the Colorado mining
code, gald James Dalrymple, chief
state inspector of coal mines, at the
second day's hearing In the investigation of the coal miners' strike before the industrial relations commis-

United Mine Workers of America,
said: 'If the operators will grant us
a conference we know that this strik
will be settled.'
"I said to him: 'Do you recoguize lh
importance of your language? Do you
realize the operators will not recognize the union? A fair inference is that
you are willing to waive everythin ic
for that recognition?'
"Mr White repeated his statement, '
sion.
said
the witness. '"We then called in
,'
' The
Inspector explained that ac- the operators and said: 'These mers
cording, to the law mine, foremen and any If yon will grant, them a conferother Executives' had been certified ence they know the strike wiU be setmen.. They were not, because w ex- tled, and that must mean nrt
are it
aminations had been held. This was will waive everything. Tht-.because there were no funds to defray an adjoining room here.'
"The operators said 'No,' that these
expenses. The department, therefore,
has not required that foremen, fire men were Interlopers and that they
bosses and other officers of mining did not belong in the state.
"I said: T don't think you have &
companies be certified.
la the past, Dalrymple said, the right to say this. They are the naduty of enforcing the law was laid on tional officers of the local union. They
the mine operators. Now it is laid cannot be stigmatized on that ground.
on the state, but there hais been no The men have a right to be heard by
Increase of the working force s a re- whomsoever they choose.'
'
"They said to confer with them
sult.
At the opening of the hearing meant recognition. 1 said: 'No, if
you confer and do not agree they are
George A. Carlson, governor-electas far as ever from recognition. One
noth
had
he
said
stand
but
took the
ing to add to his testimony of yester- operator remarked: 'If they came into
this room we would go out of it.'
day. He was excused immediately.
"I believe and repeat that if the, op
neces
it
believed
said
he
Dalrymple
sary to have a state employes' com- erators had agreed to meet the miners
the strike would have been ended.
pensauon law, nuu iuiu w uu
ceseful attempt several years ago to, The responsibility for the violence, I
iput such a plan in operation because think, rests right there In the refusal
the $1,000 appropriation was class!- - td meet the miners.
"I said to the operators:
'Suppose
fled so low that it never was reached
Governor Amnions writes you.1 a letter
and the commission dissolved.
He said the members, including ,T. containing what we believe to be the
C Osgood, seldom attended the meet-- ' demands of the miners and prepares
ad-i- n
ings. The extra hazardous condition a letter to these men for you, hut
and
to
wesubdressed
the
the
and
decreasing
governor,
Colorado mines
competency of the miner,, Dalrymple mit this letter to you for amendment.
declared responsible for an increased The letter containing the miners de- number of' mine accidents in smaller mands will be signed by the governor
mines.
They agreed to that, provided no ref- Weinstock
erence was made to the recognition
Commissioner
Asked by
If the law gave him discretionary of the union.
powers to discharge uncertified exe- - "In the letter by the governor for
cutlves, the witness said he had re- - the miners Governor Amnions and I
ported every uncertified man found get forth the sections of the state law
to the operators and had' gone as faf'that the miners wanted enforced, eti'l
an funds and force in his department 'asked that the operators name tie
men whom they wished discharged or
permitted.
not" employed if the strike were set
Miners Offered Concession
On bis first conference with Gover tled.
"We then prepared the answer fro.fit
nor Amnions and tbe national officers
of the United Mine Workers of Amer the operators. Jn this we conceded
n!
ica the witness said the miners had the matter of checkwelghman
said that they were ready to make stated thai at the end of the tri!;
no employe would he compelled to
numerous concessions.
Governor Amnions then called Into trade at the company stores, that men
conference the operators, headed by would not be required to reccivo pay
J. F. Welborn, J. C. Osgood and D. W. in company script So we went on
Brown, who, according to the witness, down the list of. grievances, every on a
that they of which was supported by a sect'oii
told Governor Amnions
would have no conference with the of the law.
officials of the United Mine Workers
"The operators were delighted with
of America, but would talk with the the letter. But the next day thny wnt
working miners themselves. Another a substitute In a general stateiwet-- t
conference with the mine officials fol- that 'they would observe the law and
lowed and the answer of the
M
they chanced radically the who
was civen them.
ter.
(
th"
"At this couforpri.ee." cert'
the
witness. ".I. p. Whit pre'" t
,
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VEGAS

FIRST USED FOR AMUSEMENT

These Grocery Specials

will be ou sale until December 10. It is an exceptional opportunity
two. These
for you to lay in a supply of staples for the next month or
orders
no
please.
phone
Items are for cash only
18 LBS.

GRANULATED SUGAR

100

$0 LBS.

U. S. PATENT

FLOUR

160

50

LBS.

2,65

LARD.......

20 LBS. PURE
10

150

PATENT FLOUR

UNITY

'

LBS. PURE LARD

395

50 LBS. COMPOUND

20 LBS. COMPOUND

160

'..

03

;..

10 LBS. COMPOUND

45

5 LBS. COMPOUND
50 LBS.
27 BARS

GOOD

70

POTATOES

100

WHITE LAUNDRY SOAP

6

BARS IVORY SOAP..

6

2a

,25
60

LBS. CANS UTAH TOMATOES

50

TOMATOES

6 2 LBS. CANS BALTIMORE

50

6 2 LBS. CANS CORN
6

CANS

55

HOMINY

6 3 LBS. CANS VAN CAMP'S
12 CANS

5

CAMPS PORK AND BEANS

VAN

95

GREEN CHILE
BRAND SWEET KERNEL

12 CANS FORT

TOMATOES.
12 CANS FORT BRAND HAND PACKED
BEANS
12 CANS FORT BRAND GOLDEN WAX

Furs 33

1.50

CORN.
. . .

1.50

io Discount

it now.
Christmas-- do
It jou are going to buy her a set. of furs for
the
all
in
of
prices
We have a large assortment at a wide range
iji "
wanted furs.

!!

,:

FUR SETS
NOW

to $57.50 REGULAR.
)
$5.67 to $38.33

$8.50

FUR COATS $40.00 to $125.00 REGULAR
NOW $26.67 to $ 83.34

Laa VoJs'LoadinStoto

&.so$efWaM6 Son
South SidoPiaja

EstaKijHod 166t

mm

OFFENSE

FOR SELLING

IJI.Ilill
COLORADO OFFICIALS WILL
FORCE DRY LAW TO THE
EXTREME LIMIT

EN-

riers conveying liquor into the i state
for private use" to file with the county court a written statement, setting
forth the names of the consignor and
consignee, and character and quantities delivered! to each person, and fixing a severe enalty for the violations
thereof.
A law defining common carriers and
prohibiting others from trasporting
liquor within the state, and providing
that violation of the law be declared
a felony, punishable by confinement
in the penitentiary at hard labor for
a period of not less than one nor more
than ten years.
A search and seizure law which,
while not violating the sacredness of
the home, would be so framed as to
authorize the proper authorities, upon
information that liquor was being stor
ed for illegal purposes, to enter and
.seize and destroy; it, and to bring pro
ceedings to have the property where
in the liquor was stored decreed to
be a nuisance and disposed of ac-

Colorado Springs, Colo., Dec. 3. Unless strong and effective legislation
is enacted and put into effect simultaneously with the dry amendment,
Colorado's prohibitory liquor laws will
be worse than useless, in the opinion
of District Attorney M. W. Purcell.
To form such laws to offer to the incoming legislature, the District Attor
will
Association of Colorado
ney
meet at the state capltol in Denver,
December 28, call having Just been cordingly.
A law making the possession of a
issued by Purcell, who is president of
United States internal revenue license
the organization.
Purcell has outlined some laws to sell liquor prima facie evidence of
which he Intends to offer the associa- the illegal sale of liquor.
A law authorizing the district attortion, confident that they will be ac
of each district and each of his
as
ney
The
drafted.
cepted practically
measures are the most drastic of their assistants and deputies to file inforkind ever offered in any state, he mation against violators of the law,
says, but are necessary to make effect- upon information and belief, which in
ive the provisions of the amendment, formations need not be otherwise veri
in his opinion. Briefly, his sugges- fied.
tions are as follows;
A law einowering the governor of
A law making the manufacture, sale, the state
summarily to remove from
barter, exchange, or giving away of office, any peace officer, district attor
malt, vinous or siritous liquors, in any ney or judge who fails to perform his
quantity, a felony, punishable by con- duty In enforcing the law and affix
finement in the penitentiary at hard ing penalties which the law provides
labor for not less than one nor more
Discussing, the rigid laws which he
than ten years. " '
proposes, Purcell said
A law defining a bootlegger and pro"Let us profit by the experience of
viding that a person convicted of boot- other states wherein like laws have
legging shall be deemed a felon and been enacted, and always bear In mind
punished by confinement in the peni that lax enforcement and weak laws
tentiary at hard labor for not leas are the productive causes of .the
than three nor more than 14 years.
growth of perjury, corruption and kinA law making the owner of proper- dred vices In the
community, and
ty who will, knowingly, allow another bring
grief, vexation and expense to
to sell, barter, exchange or give away the
cititaxpayers) and(
liquors on his premises, equally guil- zens generally, without
accomplishing
ty with the person selling, and pun- results."
ished equally.
Purcell declares that existing laws
A law declaring thn
.
,
wliorn. I
n"t eincienx instruments to use
m liquor
manufactured or sold a(to protect the
dry amendment Fines
nuisance, to be ordered torn down or imposed for violations of the law only
sold to pay all costs, expenses and amount in a
great many instances to
penalties, at the discretion of the licensing illegal joints, he declares
'Oijrr.
Jail sentences are recommended for
A Jaw compelling all common car violptlon of the law,
:
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Alma reached the train. She tried
not to think that she was cowardly in
deserting a relative in trouble. She
felt relieved when the train started.
Then she stared In wonder and even
JEWELS
SAVED
suspicion at the other occupant of the
carriage. There sat a person who un
til the day previous had been a ser
WARNER.
By MARY LYLE
vant, a sort of major domo in the ser- rice of her uncle. He lifted his cap
with a servile smirk on his face Alma
her
of
most
situation
critical
In the
.
did not at all like.
young life, Alma Waite gazed longingmaster
is
in
"The
trouble," he rely at the engagement ring upon her
marked. "I have heard of it. I, too,
ever
would
If
she
wondered
and
finger
may be proscribed and I am bound for
see Its giver again.
another
country. If mademoiselle will
"Where is he, and what to to become
allow, I will do what I can to see her
of
constant
burden
was
the
of me!"
safely across the border."
her thoughts.
Alma murmured her thanks. She
A knight errant brave and true. did not like the man. She was susbeen
Bond
have
speedily
would
Adrian
picious of his ready presence. She
coming to the rescue of his lady love fancied her uncle had said something
in distress, but that grim vlsaged war about bis being untrustworthy. An unhad presented its ugly menace and protected young girl, however, she rerude clamors shook the common flected that because of his former emwealth.
Boyard might strive to really
Her father and mother were at ployer
serve her.
were
the
Bonds,
Paris. There, too,
There was no stoppage to the train
making the European trip with their during the long night. Alma did not
closest .friends. It was a strange cir sleep. She felt uncomfortably concumstance that bad taken Alma away scious somehow of the constant glance
from them. It appeared that a half- - Boyard kept upon her. Was It posbrother of Mrs. Waite lived in a little sible that he knew of the rich treasure
town in Belgium, near "the German she carried?
border. He had invited the family to
Just at daybreak the train was haltpay him a visit, but their plans would ed at a little town in the mountains,
not admit of it. Then he expressed a A body of soldiers ordered all to
wish to see Alma, who had been named alight; Boyard was carrying the little
after his dead wife. He was fervent satchel belonging to Alma. Suddenly
to give he
in his appeal and
disappeared. He did not return.
to
return
America,
and
business
his
up
Then Alma was persuaded that he had
he said. The result was that Alma made away with it, believing Its con
took a quick trip from Paris and found tents valuable. Her passport was
herself an honored guest in the splen- gone. She was ordered to remain in
did but lonely home of her
the country.
Zephern Dacre was a diamond mer
What a fate for the delicate young
trav
chant, conducting his business by
when that evening, distraught,
girl,
eling from country to country. Alma footsore, affrighted, she neared the
was enchanted with the kindly way in light of a lonely hut in the mountains
which he treated her. She was to She dared not remain in the town
have remained with her relative only where the prejudice against an alien
three days, but Mr. Dacre made up his would pursue her. She feared being
mind to close up his business, accom- imprisoned, searched, and the jewels
pany her to Paris and return with the taken from her, so she had wandered
family to America and take up a per- away from human habitations, blindly
manent residence there.
hoping some chance might put her
Directly upon the heels of this came across the bordev.
hasDacre
Mr.
war.
a declaration of
Once she believed she was pursued,
tened his preparations to get out of and In the distance fancied she noted
the country. He urged Alma to re- the lurking Boyard. Now, hungry,
main indoors, for the community sur- - atbirst, exhausted, she hastened
toward the light. As she neared it a
cry of acute pain came from the hut.
A wild figure of a man dashed by her.
The cry from the hut was repeated
Alma entered to find a peasant.woman
lying on a bed in a spasm of pain.
Then she aroused to minister to the
sufferer. It was her keen womanly
sympathy that helped her successfully,
The man, who had hastened for a neigh
bor and found no one at home, came
oack frantic. When he learned, howover, of the timely aid of Alma he
overwhelmed her with his sincere
gratitude.
That night there was a dread alarm
it the lonely hut. Half a dozen armed
nen appeared outside and demanded
that Alma be handed over to them as
a prisoner.' When Alma recognized
Boyard as their leader she knew that
he was after the diamonds
She had learned during the evening
that her host wss a smuggler of laces
over the border of France, yet in her
dire extremity Alma felt that she must
trust In him. She told him her story
while the group outside were clamoring vociferously for admission. The
smuggler's eyes brightened.
An," no saia, you wisn to save
your jewels from that horde? Then 1
A Loud Summons From the End of a can help you and show my gratitude
Musket
for your kindness to my wife. Tell
me the Paris address of your friends,
rounding them was in a wild state of The diamonds shall be there within
excitement.
two days."
The evening before the day set for
And then the speaker whistled for
Mr.
Dacre discharged a keen-eyetheir departure
little dog Alma had noall the servants. Just about dusk he ticed about the
place. He secured the
came hurrying into the house in a chamois
bag about its neck, scrawled
state
of
excitement.
great
a few lines, and inclosed the screed
"Why, what is the matter?" ques- inside of a
padded coat he fitted to the
tioned Alma anxiously, as she noted
to the window, opened
his colorless face and trembling frame. dog, and, going
it, dropped the Intelligent animal in
Mr.
said
Dacre
"Listen, my dear,"
the dewy grass and away it sped
hurriedly. "You must leave here at
Boyard soon learned that he had
once if a certain thing happens, and it been
baffled. . Three
later the
may happen quickly. The war spirit smuggler managed to days
get Alma across
is abroad. They are suspicious of me tne border. There was
a great re
because of my business connections
union when Mr. Dacre arrived to find
with other countries. I was Just secret the
gems safe and sound, for the smug
ly advised that I am listed as one of gler s dog had carried the treasure
the proscribed."
safely over the border to trusty friends
"Oh, uncle, they will do you no of his
master, who had sent it on to
harm, surely?"
Paris.
"They will hamper, perhaps arrest
(Copyright. 1814, by W. O. Chapman.)
me. I was all ready to leave here in
the morning. I fear they will not al
Check!
low me to do bo."
It happened the other evening, and
"But why not?"
now a certain New York clnhmnn In
"Officious, and In some cases cor- trying to figure out how ne will square
rupt persons will try to prevent me things with his wife the next time he
from taking my fortune out of the is "detained" in town. He was not
country. See, Alma," and Dacre drew going home for dinner and when his
a little chamois bag from a secret wife answered his telephonic message
pocket, "the diamonds In this repre- ne said:
"Don't wait for me at dinner this
sent the bulk of my fortune. Take it,
secrete it. If I am arrested fly at once evening, dear. I shall be detained on
not into Germany, as we proposed, business."
for that course is blocked, but straight
"Very well," she replied.- I'm sorry
for Paris."
you can t come home. But business is
"But, uncle"
business, I suppose. Where are you
"Quick! they are here already, as I now?
"Where am I? In my office, of course.
feared," cried Mr. Dacre.
His worst apprehensions were con- l nave had a very busy day."
"It's too bad you have to work so
firmed. There was a loud summons
from the end of a musket at the street hard, George. But tell me something
door.
"Yes, dear. What is it?"
"How can you keep your mind on
"Do not lose your nerve, dear child,"
spoke Dacre. "They dare not harm me business with the orchestra playing
and I will soon join you in Paris. that Jolly
tone?"
Hurry away through the rear garden,
Rare.
take the first train for the border. At
"I heard yesterday of a married
all hazards protect the fortune with
man who took his handkerchief and
which I have entrusted you."
Then he was gone to answer the Im- wiped the paint off his wife's cheeks."
"Is she going to get a divorce?"
perious summons at the street door.
"No. She actually smiled while he
Alma lingered only long enough to
learn that he was really taken In was doing it."
"I didn't think anythipg like that
charge as a suspect. Then she filled
her handbag, secured the Jewels in a ever happened."
"It doesn't hanoen more than nnrA
safe pocket and hurried away through
In a thousand years."
the garden apparently unobserved.

THE

That gunpowder was well known for
a century or so before it was used in
guns appears probable from investiga
tions in connection with celebration
at Oxford of the anniversary of the
birth of Roger Bacon, the Literary Digest states. Bacon's claims to the invention of gunpowder are often pressed
by English writers In opposition to
those of Berthold Schwartz, who is
generally said to have invented it
about 1344 a century after Bacon's
time. It seems certain from the latter's writings that he was familiar
with the composition, not as its inventor, but because of its use In various
countries of the world. Apparently,
however, it was regarded merely as a
firework, a means of producing sudden and brilliant flame, and its users
were far from suspecting that in a
confined space the expansive power
of its gases could be put to use in
hurling projectiles. Says an editorial
writer in the Revue des Questions
Sclentiflque: "The text that we have
studied allows no further doubt that
Bacon knew of gunpowder. On page
213, under the title 'Of the Power of
the Lombards,' he restates what he
has already said In his 'Opus Majus'
of the explosive properties of this
powder, but he also informs us that
it is known in various parts of the
world, and that it is composed of
saltpeter, sulphur and willow char
-

coal."

half-minde-d

half-uncl-

.SEEMS THAT INSTINCT

ERRS

Deluded Rabbit That Make Homes
in Oil Pipes In California
Birds' Grave Error.

That almost unerring instinct which
carries animals through grave dan
gers has led in many instances in the
Midway and Sunset oil fields of Cali
fornia to their undoing, the Scientific
American remarks. Chief among such
victims are rabbits and water fowl.
A jackrabbit and a cottontail find a
nice round, smooth hole. There are
many such in the oil fields where oil
piping is a necessity for the transpor
tation of oil to the refineries. The rab
bits decide to set up housekeeping
there. The cottontail desires a per
manent home, and the Jackrabbit
wants a refuge safe from malevolent

man.
Soon they discover their habitat is
being moved. No doubt they are
frightened, but they instinctively stay
within their retreat. One end of, the
hole is closed. Even then they do not
leave. Soon the other end of the hole
Then it is darkness
is darkened.

Separate Pieces at ali Prices.
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Inventors of Gunpowder Apparently
Had No Idea of It Destructive Qualities.

Rosenwalds' The Xraas Store
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eternal for the furry pair.
Some time later it is discovered that
a newly laid oil pipe is choked. Aftet
a great labor the line 1b disjointed and
the remains of many rabbits removed
Thousands of rabbits have been thus
exterminated in the oil fields.
The death rate among water fowl is
even greater. Again, as with the rab
bits, instinct leads them to certain de
struction. Every little lake of oil in
the vicinity of a gusher is a trap for
the unthinking birds. At twilight and
lakes appear as
dawn these
bodies of water to the deluded fowl.
d

How the Humbug First Buzzed.
It is not generally known that the
word "humbug," long so much In
vogue, is of Scottish origin. There was
in olden time a family called Bogue,
or Boag, of that ilk in Berwickshire. A
daughter of the family married a son
of Hume of Hume. In process of time,
by default of male issue, the Bogue
estate devolved on one Gordie Hume,
who was called popularly "Hume o
the Bogue, or, rather "Hum o' the
Bug."
He was inclined to the marvelous
and had a vast inclination to exalt
himself, his wife, family, brother and
all his ancestors on both sides. His
tales, however, did not pass current
and at last, when anyone made an ex
traordinary statement in the Nearns
the hearer would shrug up his shoul
ders, and style it just "A hum o' the
bug." This was shortened into hum
bug and the word soon spread over
the whole kingdom.
Most Appropriate.
"Do you know," remarked Mr.
Gaynor, to his wife, one evening,
think photography is a very strange

profession."
"Why bo!" queried Mrs. Gaynor,
with a smile, "because it develops
negatives?"
"Not that, exactly," replied the hus
band, "but, as an example, my dear,
you recall that picture I had taken
the other day, in my riding togs not
on a horse, you know, but just standIng In my riding outfit, with my crop
held in my hand. Well, today the
photographer 'phoned me that the pic
tures are ready for me and that they
are all mounted."
Protect the Birds.
There is every reason why the
people of the farms should protect the
birds, all kinds of them, which destroy
the insects that are annually bring
ing hundreds of thousands of dollars
of loss to the people of the country,
first the farmers and then to the
world. The game birds are insectivorous, but they are not all that are.
There are numerous birds of the for
est and field which work day in and
day out for men and yet these same
men who eliould be protecting them
go out to shoot and rend them unto
death. Kxchanca.
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TALE

OF BESSIE
And

DIES FOR TRIPLE MURDER
Columbus, O., Dec. 3. Harley Beard,
19 years old, must die in the electric
cbair here tomorrow, for the confessed murder of three people ft Ironton,
Ohio, last spring. His appeal to the
state board of pardons was refused.

A COW

Last May, Beard confessed to the
Chicago police that he murdered Robert Massey, his sister, Mary and tlu'lr
mother, Mrs. Nancy Massey, 0 year
old, ,on a farm at Ironton. Youd
L'e'ird was employed on the farm, and

the Mystery of It All Is, Who
Cut the Good BovineV
Tail Off?

disappeared after the murder. According to Captain Coughlin of the ChicaWEARS A KIMONO NOW go police, to whom he confessed the
crime, Beard realized the enormity of
his crime only after the newspapers
Poor Beast Had Nothing With Which
printed it with all Its horrors. The
to Fight Off ths Troublesome Flies,
declared he had the mental
captain
So Owner Made It a Nice Covering
of a boy of 12. Beard was arity
of Yellow.
rested May 15 at the home of his sis
in Chicago.
ter
Chicaeo. Mrs. Emma Mylle, who
nwm eaveral lots at North Sixty-se- c
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
ond and West North avenues, recently
as they
pitched her tent on one of them, plant with LOCAL APPLICATIONS,
ed a vegetable and rose garden aoout cannot reach the seat of the disease.
It, tethered Tom, her horse, and Bes- Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
sie, her cow. near by, and settled her- disease, and in order to cure it you
self to spend a happy summer in the must take internal remedies. Hall's
Bessie grazed away stolidly Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
open.
and seemed to be perfectly contented acts
directly upon the blood and muwith life until a few nights ago, wnen
cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
something dreadful happened.
Tt was preThat is whv Georae A. H. Scott of not a quack medicine.
best
of
the
one
physicians
the Illinois Humane society received scribed by
an anonymous telephone call to the ef in this country for years and is a regfect that it would be well to investi ular prescription. It Is composed of
gate a case of cruelty to animals in the the best tonics known, combined witn
vicinity of the Wesward Ho Golf club. the best blood purifiers, acting directCharles H. Brayne. an officer of the ly on the raucous surfaces. The perBociety, was dispatched to investigate. fect combination of the two ingre
Near Mrs. Mylie's tent he came full dients is what
produces such wonder
upon a viBlon of flaming yellow. At ful results in
curing catarrh. Send
first he thought it was a brilliantly
free.
for
testimonials,
was
saw
that
it
painted sign. Then he
O.
alive. He approached fearfully. From P. J, CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo,
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
one end of the yellow mass a pair of
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
horns protruded, from the other, alas:
there emerged all of what was lert oi pation.
Bessie's once long and bushy tail.
"It's it's a cow, isn't it?" he asked, SENATOR ROOT HEADS SEARCH
pointing to the yellow object.
Clinton, N. Y., Dec. 3. Senator Eli- "Yes, that's Bessie," said Mrs. Mylle. hu Root is personally heading the
"I had to make a yellow kimono for
search among the papers of Alexan
her,, poor thing, she was so uncomfortder Hamilton for proof of Hamilton's
a
to
have
used
long
able. You see. she
interest in the founding of Hamilton-Oneid-a
In
a
tail and whisked the flies away
academy in 1791. Senator
manner that made old Tom over there
somewill include private col
search
Root's
other
envious.
But the
night
body slipped up and cut half her tail lections, as well as the congressional
off."
library. He says that Hamilton was
Brayne wondered against whom the greatly interested in the founding of
cruelty charge should be placed.
the academy by Samuel Kirkland, mis
"I guess I'll go and look for the reel
sionary to the Indians, who establish
of her tail," he said.
ed it as part of his plan to deal with
Just then Bessie shook her kimono
education. The in
in the breeze and old Tom, unaccus- the red men by
as Hamilton
known
now
stitution,
with
but
tomed to associating
any
kimono-les- s
cows, snorted, kicked his college, expects to prove Its name isheels in the air, and scurried off to the well founded. Senator Root was grad
far end of the field.
uated in the class of 1S64.
and West North ave- At Sixty-fourtGore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occasion recently to use a liver medicine
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:
"They thoroughly cleased my system
and I felt like a new man light and
free. They are the best medicine I
have ever taken for constipation. They
keep the stomach sweet, liver active,
bowels regular." O. G. Schaefer and
;
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
h
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MEET
SUFFRAGISTS
Wis., Dec. 3. The anconvention of the Wisconsin

WISCONSIN
MIwauk.ee,

ooooo&nVMl

nual
Woman's Suffrage association opened
here today, and will continue Friday,
and Saturday. A big gathering of
prominent women from all over the
state and from outside cities was welcomed by, the mayor. Rov. Olympia
Brown delivered the Invocation, and
addresses were made by Sophie Gud-de- n
of Oshkosh Theodore Youmans
of Waukesha and Helen H. Haight of
Waukesha. Legislative measures are
e,
to be discussed by Belie Case La
Ada L. James and Mrs. George
Bass of Chicago. Tomorrow a peace
meeting will be held, at which John
M. Whitehead, president of the Wisconsin Peace society, will be principal speaker. Mrs. Pethick Lawrence
of England will speak at the same
meeting on the constructive work of
women for universal peace. All of the
meetings are open to the .public, and
they are attracting a large attend-

d

Fol-lett-

Vision of Flaming Yellow.

nuee Brayne met a boy carrying a
bushy object.
"I found this in the grass there," he
said. "I wonder what it belongs to.
"See that big yellow thlhg jumping
about," Brayne replied. "It's the other
half of that."

-
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LANDS MONSTER OF THE SEA
Sick Heaaaohe

New Jersey Pier Angler Finds
Sunfish Trapped in the
Piling.

Sick headache Is nearly
always
caused by disorders of the stomach.
Correct them and the periodic attacks
Wildwood, N. J. When James G. of sick
headache will disappear. Mrs.
McQuiston of 6611 Lansdowne ave
John Bishop of Roseville, Ohio, writes:
nue, Philadelphia, decided to spend
"About a year ago I was troubled with
Saturday fishing off the Crest pier, he
suspected that the largest he would indigestion and had sick headache
land would be a klngfish, but after a that lasted for two or three days at a
s
sport he discovered what he time. I doctored and tried a number
supposed to be a monster turtle caught of remedies but nothing helped m
In the shallow breakers beneath the
until during one of those sick spells
pier and among the pilings. Hasjen-'In- a friend advised me to take Chamber-Iain's
to the spot he threw his weight
Tablets.
This
medicine
relievupon its. rough back and found that
ed me in a short time." For sale by
be had a new specimen.
Calling for help, McQuiston soon had all dealers. Adv.
half-day'-

g

a number of pier attaches with him,
The gate receipts at the Harvard-Yal- e
and together they Btranded the monster, after receiving some rough
game were $137,000.
usage from his two gigantic fins. McQuiston placed the fish on the pier and
Pains In Back and Hips
a hundred names were given it bean
Are
Indication of kidney trouble
fore an interested pedagogue from the
a warning to build up the weakened
Wildwood schools classified It as a
sunfish. McQuiston shipped his catch kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
to his Philadelphia home. The sun-- , blood of acids and poison?. Go to
fish is seldom seen as far north as the your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills.
Jersey coast, Its habitat being- - In the In EOc and J1.00 sizes. Sold in your
southern waters, where It sometimes town
by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
I
grows to immense size.
Drug Store. Adv.
i
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DOGS PROVE THEY
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3, 1914.
NOTABLE CIVIC WORKERS SPEAK
New York, Ied. 3.- The women
civic workers, who today held their

HELPLESS AS BABY

A GREAT COMMOTION

IE

VALUABLE

j

TO ARMY
FRENCH OFFICIALS ATTEST TO
THEIR ASSISTANCE TO HOS- PITAL CORPS
Paris--

Dec..

i

Down

Quality

Li

it

Not
Premiums

Up

H

Pif.

Pittsburgh,

Feast.
A wee black

kitten.

homeless and half starved, a
can nearly filled with fresh milk and a
young man from the country back of
n

20 for

10 cents

3.

Notwithstanding
much has already 'been recorded of
them, the ambulance dogs have not
yet been given full recognition for
the part they are playing in the war,
Don't expect to find premiums or coupons in Came!
nay the dog lovers.
Cigarettes. The fine quality of choice Turkish
Through the courtesy of Dr. Kres-se- r
ana domestic tobaccos blended in CAMELS proof the National Society of Ambuhibits any other "inducements." You can't make
lance dogs, the Associated Press has
Camel Cigarettes bite your tongue, or parch your
been shown a dozen letters Irom army
s
throat and they don't leave that cigaretiy aftertaste.
surgeons and soldiers telling in InterRemember, Camels ate 20 for 10 cents, so stake a dime today.
esting detail some of their intelligent
and courageous feats. First, discussIf your dealer can't tupply you. tend 10c for on
package or $1.00 for a carton of 10 packagmt
ing the general usefulness of the dog
(200 cigarettet), pottage prmpaid. After emoh'
in I packagm, if yoa don't find CAMELS a
in field ambulance work, Dr. Kresser
repreeented. rmtarn tho other nine package,
and we will rmfand your money.
said this usefulness had become greater in proportion to the development
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-SaleN.C.
of modem methods of warfare.
"The Infantryman today does his
rTak.'..--.,r..t,...riM-.if j
tin
fighting from the ground, under any
cover he can find, he said, "creeping
through thickets, hiding in ditches, be by a blow from a sabre. He tried to up with the machine guns and are
hind hedges' and every spot that Is rise, but a heavy weight fell upon him scarcely noticeable to the enemy.
likely to conceal him, from the enemy. and then he lost consciousness. The
An affecting scene was reported
Naturally the same cover hides him first thing he became awaro of vas a from Belgium after the first fighting
from the view of the stretcher bear- feeling that resembled a caress upon around Liege. A machine-gudog, a
ers picking up the wounded after the his forehead. He
emulator
"Patrasche"
the
and
of
his
eyes
worthy
opened
battle.
there was Tom, one of the ambulance dog of Flanders immortalized by
"This duty Is further complicated by dogs, affectionately lapping his torn "Ouida" (Louise de la Ramee) the
the fact that it must be done at head. He tried to rise, but the heavy English novelist, was wounded m the
night, as the Intesity of fire makes it weight that had borne him down was leg; at the same time one "of the gun
impossible to pick up, wounded on the still there. It was the body of one of ners was wounded in the face and
field during an engagement.. In this his comrades who had fallen with a after the battle
they were seen return
work of seeking the wounded at night bullet through his heart.
ing. The soldier had the dog in his
the ambulance dog, becomes IndispenImpossible to extricate himself, he arms and the dog was affectionately
sable, since lights are forbidden to the
finally succeeded lin getting to asitting licking the wound in his master's face.
stretcher bearers for fear of exposing posture. His
cap was gone and that "Prusco" is the name of a shepherd
positions to the enemy; consequently explained why Tom had not gone back dog that belongs to. an estafet who
the salvation of hundreds of wounded to the ambulance for
help. Duran carries orders along the lines with a
soldiers depends upon the sharp scent, looked, and Tom searched but no cap sidecar. "Prusco" sits alongside his
intelligence and devotion of the am- was to be found. "Go, Tom and fetch master; whatever the pace and howbulance dog.
the comrades," Durand cried. A half ever rough may be the route, he can"The French ambulance dog Is the hour later Tom went into
camp and not be shaken from his post. The
French shepherd, an animal which is
received a bullet in his shoulder
coat
in his
soldier's
first
the
seizing
proven to be far better adapted to the
teeth, began tugging at him. The sol the other day and was unable to go
work than the German shepherd dog dier did not understand. Then Tom on. He tucked the order which he
formerly employed In the French ar barked appealingly but with no more was to bring to headquarters under
my, because the German dog is more effect.- Finally he barked menacingly, the dog's collar and finally ehsuaded
ferocious and is taught to fight the with no result. Then the doctor came him to start off with u. The dog defmeniy as well as to discover the along. He understood and Tom gave livered his message and then started
of his own troops. The
wounded
a yelp of joy when he realized that back to find his master, accompanied
French dog is taught to seek the
he had succeeded. Directed by him by stretcher bearer, who brought him
wounded of the enemy's troops as well
the doctor and the stretcher bearers safely back to the lines.
as his own. He Is as genua as he is soon found
Another dog who will live In hisDurand, hidden in a thickfaithful and, as in the case of 'Tom',
et, where probably he would have tory of this war belongs to the Secis the pet of his company."
passed unnoticed until he had either ond regiment of artillery. He guards
, The "case of Tom" Is this:
starved or died from his wounds, had the battery while the men are reposGaston Durand of the 50th Infantry
ing and1 he keeps his seaton the
it not been for Tom.
fell in one of the violent engagements
when the battery is going InThey lifted the dead man off, car
in the Argonne forest, wounded in the
to
position.. If the road is so rough
ried Durand 'back to the ambulance
arm by a fragment of a shell, with a
to shake him off sometimes, then
as
of
the
and notwithstanding
gravity
bullet In his jaw and nearly scalped hia
three wounds, he is now mending. he leaps upon the horses' backs. He
is never left behind.
all thanks to Tom.
Tom's Is not an isolated Incident of
Johnny Dundee and Joe Rivers are
the devotion of the ambulance dog.
for December 8 at Los Anmatched
the
A case is reported from
vicinity
ot Verdun in which a dog discovered geles.
a soldier who had been wounded in
Bill Cochran, captain of the Univer
the head and who had received first
afsity of Michigan football team, will
aid from one of his comrades, who
have to wrestle hia dad on Christmate
to
abandon
terwards had been obliged
him. His cap had also been lost and day, before he becomes cock' of the
the dog could find nothing that he walk, says the elder Cochran.
could carry back to the ambulance to
report his find, but he had the intel"Gets-I- t
ligence not to touch the bandage on
the soldier's head. Finally, despairing
JTrrf in Quality
of finding anything he could carry
First in Remits
Tint in Parity
back, he lay down on the ground op
First in Economy
the wounded man and howled It's the New Way, and You'll Forget
posite
'
and for these reasons
You Ever Had Corns
until help came.
Calumet Baking dismally
Dr. Vertier, surgeon of thq 13th Ar
is first in the
"2 drops put on in 2 seconds, corn
j TowJcr
that the ambulance
comes clean off!" That's the
hearts of the millions my Corps, reports
shrivels,
dogs of his corps have saved hundreds marvelous
- of housewives who
the
story of "GETS-IT,- "
inof lives and that'not ia a eingle
use it ancji know it,
can
htw-plabe
cure.
corn
Nothing
stance have they, mistaken a dead
RSCEtVED HIGHEST AWARDS
It
and
corns
of
cure
the
for
simpler
Worid't Pure Food EiptiitiM.
body for a wounded man. In some
CUcwb, liiinoii.
could
Bonn
NoCon(to
cases where the soldier's cap
Peril fciptution, Fraace, (link,
No Pain, If
Jxl
K i2.
not be found, the dog has torn upon
T ou use
V
II
t czSr'
"GET5-11.- "
some5U AAiWhis knapsack and hunted out
thing that he could carry back to show
that he had made a discovery.
The National Society lor the training of amtolance dogs has already
sent 100 of these almals into the field
mace ey ti:2 Tf-- ;J
and 17 more are soon to go. Dr.
Troussaint, director of the sanitary
service at the ministry! of war, has
authorized the training of stretcher
bearers with the dogs, so that they
may be able to work better in harmony, the dog knowing the man and never fails. That's why millions of
the man knowing the dog.
If
people are using "GETS-IT- ''
today
As a rule, ea'ch dog works over a and throwing away .their fussy plas
ground of 200 to 400 yards, and as ters, stick tape,
salves,
soon as he scents a wounded man, he and "wrapping outfits" that make a
begins to bark and seek some article bundle around the toe and choke it
that he can. carry back as an Indica- into pain by pressing either on or
tion to the ambulance.
around the corn. There is nothing
For the same reason the serv- to stick to your stocking, nothing to
ices of the dog have been demonstrat- presa on or around the corn. You aped in the Belgian campaign, in the ply it In two seconds. No more knives,
bringing up of machine guns. The razors, scissors or files, with their
dogs are so trained that the Boldiers
dangers. Try "GETS-IT- "
are not obliged to accompany them In
for that corn, callus, wart or
hauling the guns; they creep along bunion.
.'r
"GETS-IT- "
cover as well as they can to the desiris sold by druggists
ed position, leaving the dog. and the everywhere, 25c a bottle, or sent di
j guns behind. When tUey have reachTen ona'trnTaniwerwlMToa bay elms
rect by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago.
I tak'ug aaW-rkon't be Biwti liey t,ilimet. it.
"Gets-It- "
ed the desired location all they have
is sold in Las Vegas by
ar
aoefl.
i Caluatet u lar aper,or "n
to do is to whistle ana tiie dogs come Winters Drug Co. Adv.
,

Young Man Finds Himself in Lot
of Trouble When He Breaks
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and What Helped Her.
Summit Point, W. Va.-- Mis.
Anna
Belle Emev, of this place, says: "I suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. 1 suffered so very much,
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I began taking Cardul, the woman's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
dose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
I am now 48 years years old, out feel at
good as I did when only 10.
Cardul certainly saved me from losing
my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
in its favor. I wish I had some power
over poor, suffering women, and could
make them know the good it would do

own session to discuss be feminine
phase of civic problems, will Join with
the men's sessions tomorrow, when
President Seih Low will formally open
the annual meeting of. the National
Civic Federation! ia the Hotel Astor.
Notable speaikera will be John Hays
Hammond on unemployment In' the
winter; Judge Alton B. Parker on
of free epeech and public assembly; Vincent Astor on the effectiveness of pure food and drug laws;
MBsis) Maudie Welmore
on womenis
welfare work; and! Roland P. Falkner
on the Bocial survey of the test generation. Tomorrow afternoon's session
will be a general discussion of government ownership of railroads, telephone, telegraph and municipal utilities. Social Insurance comes up Saturday morning, with George W. Perkins presiding. A gailaxy of speakers
will talk on preparedness for war on
Saturday afternoon.

Grab for His Catship.

v
has been given In teta
Much thoug-hIn
years to the subject ot maternity.
the cities there are maternity hospitals
Bit
modern
methods.
with
equipped
most wonu-- prefer their own homes and
In the towns and villages must preter
them. And since this is true we know
from the great many splendid letters
written on the subject that our "Mother'a
Friend" is a great help to expectant
mothers.
Tlicy write ol the wonderful
relief, how it seemed to allow the
muscles to expand without undue strain
and what a splendid Influence It was on
the nervous system. Such, helps aa
'Mnther'n Friend" and th
broader
knowledge of them should have a helpful
me
lnnuence upon oaoies ot
imuro.
Science Bays tfiat an Infant derives it
sense and builds its character from
cutaneous impressions. And a tranquil
mother certainly will transmit a more
healthful influence than If she Is extremely nervous from undue pain. This
Is what a host of
omen believe who
used "Mother's Friend."
These points are more thoroughly 5K
plained in a little book mailed free.
"Mother's Friend'' is sold In all druf
stored. Write for hook. Bradfleld fiegulu
tor Co., 41.1 Lamar bldg., Atlanta. ii;u

the judgment of the lower court was publican labor movement, and they
a membership of 230,000
13 also claimed by men
cashier of the Citizens Bank of Tula-ros- prominent in the movement that the
On change of venue, he was recent republican gains were largely
EMBEZZLEMENT
CHARGED
tried at Las Cruces and found guilty. due to its activities.
Dec. 3. The adjournMinn.,
Duluth,
was
also affirmed in the
Judgment
ed embezzlement cases against fwo
case of Gross Kelly and Company,
Best For Kidneys Says Doctor
township officers, Edward Evcneon
appellant, vs. Simon Blbo, et al, ap
Dr. J. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So. and Joseph Odgers, were called for
from
Bernalillo
pellees,
county.
Ap Car., says that in his SO
years of ex- trial today. Both men pleaded not
pellant sued to recover on four prom perience he has found no
preparation guilty when they were arraigned on
issory notes aggregating $8,058.85. for. the kidneys equal to Foley Kidifey Nov. 14, and
they have since then
The defendants admitted execution, Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes.
Best you been out on bail. Evenson is chairdelivery and that they were unpaid can buy for backache, rheumatism, man
and Odgers is clerk of the town-fibi- p
but alleged that there was no consid
kidney and' bladder ailments. O. G.
board. They were arrested at
eration. Both parties moved for a Schaefer and Red Cross Urua Store.
Wisconsin, on embezzlement
Hurley,
directed verdict and the court sus- Adv.
.
chat-gesEvenson is charged by D. J.
tained motion of defendant.
a taxpayer, with having convertShea,
The judgment of the district court SUFFRAGISTS SEE WILSON AGAIN
ed to his own use $602.74 of the townfor Santa Fe county was affirmed in
Washington, Dec. 3. Within a few ship funds while serving as towsahip
the case of J. H. Sandell, appellee, va.
days President Wilson will receive an treasurer in Januairy, 1912. Odgera 1
James W. Norment, appellant. The other
delegation of suffragists', but It charged with having appropriated
suit was brought to enforce payment is
promised they win behave and not $140 of the town's funds wWle he also
of a note which was signed by appel- "beard" him
la his dem. Mrs. George served as township treasurer. Th
lant as surety for Nl A. Perry. Appel- A. Armes will lead- a
are based on an examination,
delegation of
lant admitted th execution, delivery Democratic Women of America to the charges
of the township books just completed
and that the note was unpaid but Bet White
House to geek the president's by an auditor from the etate tax
up several grounds of defense. Upon endorsement of
office.
equal suffrage. The
motion for directed verdict by both
president has unpleasant memories of
litigants, the motion of Sandell was thel previous conference which he
Lame back may come from oversustained and judgment given against gave last summer to a
delegation work, cold settled in the muscles of
appellant The opinion Is by Chief from Another organization.
The the back, or from disease. In the
Justice Roberts.
cases the rfght remedy Is
spokeswoman at that time offended
Chief Justice Roberts also wrote the the
president during the hearing, buf BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It
opinion Rfflrming that of the district he has entirely forgiven the ladies and should toe rubbed in thoroughly over
court for Lincoln county in the case is
entirely willing to Jiear their argu- the affected part, the relief will be
of the State vs. Lillie C. Klasner for ment.
Ftiee 25c,
prompt and satisfactory.
larceny of calves. The affirmation is
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
upon rehearing on the first hearing
Sick Two Years with Indigestion
Central Drug Co. Adv.
cf te appeal, the supreme court had
"Two years ago I was greatly ben
reversed the judgment and remanded
English billiards is taking hold cf
efited
through using two or three bot American
the case for new trial.
in Chi
players,
ties of Chamberlain's Tablets,'' writes
New York.
and
cago
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy The Mrs. S. A. Keller, Elida, O., "Before taking them I was sick for two
Mother's Favorite
Sold
Wheezing! n the lungs indicates that
by
"I give Chamberlain's Cough Rem- years with indigestion."
the air pasis obstructing
Adv.
dealers.
phlegm
edy to my children when they have
HOREHOUND
BALLARD'S
sages.
colds or coughs," writes Mrs. Verne
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it
HUBBELL IS WORKING
Shaffer, Vandergrift, Pa. It always
Dec. 3. frank A. Hub-be- can be coughed up and ejected. Price
Santa
Fe,
to
and
is
far
them
any
superior
helps
of Albuquerque was buttonholing 25c, 50c and. $1.00 per bottle, gold by
other cough medicine I have used. I
today, presumably in his Central Drug Co. Adv.
medipoliticians
a
In
such
need of
advise anyone
cine to give it a trial." For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
-

cried on seeing the cat helping itself
to the milk. "That cat's got nerve.
j

This so scared the kitten that it fell
Into the milk and started a commotion
therein that if kept up long would
have turned that can of milk into butter. But the young man from the
country, eager to save both the kitten
and the milk, made a grab for ita
and yanked the drowning feline
from its milky grave, only to get
scratched and bitten so badly that in
his agony he upset the milk can and it,
himself and. e cat rolled simultaneously down ths cellar steps to the botcat-shi- p

tom.
And such a mess the proprietor of

the restauarant and his help found
when they rushed down cellar. The
kitten had escaped through a sewer
hole, but the young man from the
country was there, bleeding and
bruised, his clothing splattered with
milk, and what milk his clothing had
not absorbed was flooding the cellar
floor.

PONDER THIS CHILD PROBLEM
Puzzle

r

a--

a.

a

(3

speakership contest, which is growing
warm. Several of the prominent party
loaders are already renting bousea for
the legislative session
euitable
quarters may become, quite scarce
later in the season. Attorneys M. E.
Hickey of - Albuquerque and W. J.
Lucas are also among the arrivals in
town today.

affirmed.
The appellant was indicted are claiming
on the charge of embezzlement as allready.
It

Made

cf Fcfcre

s

If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
LABOR MEN MEET
It has been helping weak women for REPUBLICAN
more than 50 years, and will help you,
Boston, Dec. 3. As a result of the
too.
decision of the executive board, which
Try Cardul. Your druggist sells it.
met here recently, a convention will
soon be iheld in Washington for the
Udirf
.WrUtU! ChttU!0oj Mtdicln Co.,
Sdrijory Dept.. Chattanooga. Tann., foV Stmol
organization of the National Republi
fHttwUm on your ease and
book. "Horn
TiMtmaot (or Woman," la plain wiappar. K G. 1 SI
can Association of Labor Men. At
thait meeting national
organization
work will be planned. The association
THE SUPREME COURT
Santa Fe, Dec. 3. Several more plans to cover the entire country
opinions were handed downrtoday by within the next few months to extend
the state supreme court. In the case its membership. The executive coun
of the state, appellee, tsv H. S. Hollo- - cil claims that Interest is manifested
way, appellant, from Otero county, all over the country in the new re-

ij

e

Unable to Wori,

Warrendale caused excitement galore
for a few minutes in an East Ohio
street restaurant the other morning.
The milk can had been left by a dairy
man at the head of a pair of steps
leading to the cellar beneath the res
taurant. The kitten sneaked into the
restaurant and, being half starved,
scaled the edge of the milk can and
was lapping up the lacteal fluid greedily when the young man from the
country entered upon the scene.
mackerel!" he them."
"Holy humped-backe-

m,

ingir-r-
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"Jack the Rlppsr" Proves
to the Psychologists.

Did you ever meet a six- "Jack the Ripper," so to
speak? A mere child with a blood
lust that Impels him to strangle cats
with his bare hands and attempt the
slaughter of babies with gusto?
Such a one has been examined by
the psychopathic laboratory of the
municipal court and pronounced a perfect specimen of sadist. Chief Justice Harry Olson told about him before the alienists and neurologists In
session the other day.
This boy has had an exciting career
In the last year, and so have others,
as he has been adopted eight times.
The eighth adoption was a month ago,
and he soon will be ready for the
ninth candidate.
Grown men would hesitate about
strangling cats with bare hands but
this boy delights in it. Wringing
chickens' heads oft Is a mild amuse
raent to him. The climax came soon
after his seventh adopter had returned
him to the county court as Impossible.
Dr. W. J. Hlckson, head of the psychopathic laboratory, and his- wife took
the esse, when foster
sb later"t-Jparent No. 7 reported the chtfii baa
tried to throw a girl baby under a
Chicago

year-ol-d

two-forme-

parti-eutnrl-

ll

SBBANIt.
PILLS
CHICHESTER
,
A.
Ludlml Askyour DrMgld
Diamond iiran
in Kcd "i Uold metallicA
boxe, sealed with Bluo Ribbon.
Tak no other. Bur of touf

tI1H

It

SOLD B

0

BRAND PILLS, for It3
Aiwtys Reliable
DRUGGISTS EVERYVLHtRE

DIAMOND

yM known

Evils of Tobacco.
Jersey City, N. J. A rank smelling
stogie that he was smoking early tha
other day foiled a burglar. Mrs. Alary
5uinlan awakened, detected the bed
odor and spread an aiRrni, the burglar
fleeing.
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"Don't you know it was naughty to
throw the baby under the car?"
queried Mrs. Hlckson of the Juvenile
"Why, you might have
"Ripper."
killed her.
"Sure." responded the boy. "What
do you take me for? That's what I
tried to do."
An Oak Park clergyman, undismayed
by his record, took the boy, asserting
that, psychologists to the contrary notwithstanding, every one had been ere
ated in God's image and could be
made perfect. The boy, he said, was
no exception.
The psychologists are
awaiting a report from Oak Park
with interest.

Ybur Christmas Ust-Shopping

Two and a half million readers find it of
absorbing interest Everything in it is

Written So You Can Understand It

We sell 400.000 copies every month without
K'v'nK premiums ana nave no solicitors. Any
newsdealer will show vou a copy; or write the
a postal will do.
publisher for tree sample
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morelmjortant than raising
scHnewhtrfitr crop. If they can-
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EDDY

not
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ESTABLISHED

statft,;,afan.iiiany others, should be
made to understand that the education of their children Is equally, If

.Editor

PADGETT...

IN BAD SHAPE,

not got UuJ idea through their heads,
they "should be compelled to send
their children to school during the
entire term, under the penalty of the
compulsory attendance law,

IS REPORT

FINAL BRIEF IN D1GGS CASE
COM
SPECIALS INVESTIGATING
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 3. Final
MITTEE MAKES REPORT TO
is
briefs in the appeal from conviction
inrvic Dir.uiRnsniM
of Maury. I. Diggs and O. Drew Camin- etti, under the Mann white Blare act,
RoswelV N. M., Dec. 3. Judge G.

t

!

are being filed this week...wthe Uni- A. Richardson has received the report
ipofltorfice at. East
"circuit court ""or'appeals. of the stpecial investigating committee
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- ted States
When the - arguments were heard, on of
Unitedthe
Statei
Eddy county, which recently commission through
November 5, Judges Wolverton, Rpss
sessions extending over several
matte.
as
claafl
pleted
second
taailg
for tooth
30
Entered, at the

-

days
and Gilbert granted
sides to file additional brlefs.8UBSCRITION
under
now
OF
taken
TERMS
The entire case is
ex- not
is
decision
a
and
Dally, by Carrier
submission,
fer Copy
S,.05..pected before January or Jfubmary.
.:"".1S7 " Diggs and Caminetti wereeonvicted
On
Week.....
M and sentenced to the penitentiary on
aa t
,
One Month....
On Year,,..
.;,;...4..rW9 evidence growing out of their esca- jpade with Martha Warrington and
Dally, by Mall
,46.00 Tola Norris. In which they eloped from
One Year fli advance)
'
Six Months (In advance)...,.,.. 3.00 Sacramento to Reno, Nevada. In their
One Year (in arrcara) ........... . 7.00jreview of the case, the attorneys for
3.50 the appellants pointed out tnat tne
Six Month (In arrear)...
wife of each of the prisoners knew
of the relations of th wen with the
STOCK
WEEKLY OPTIC AND
girls, and that Diggs and Caminetti
GROWER
in
order to avoid a scandal brewing
2
0)
v.
"
'
oHfianfid to Reno. Mar- .
if,,
: iunu tt
six Month.
xs, wwuwui;iu,
I snau
States district attorney, J. A. Cooper,
(Cash In Advance for Mail
formerly a judge in the California dis
Subscriptions.)
trict court of appeals, and Robert T.
Remit toy check, oraft or money Devlin, former United States district
rder. If sent otherwise we will not attorney, represeut the convicted men.
e responsible for loss.
According to their argument, when the
Specimen copies free on application. i arty arrived at Reno, they realized
tbe folly of ;he rip for the first time.
AT Attorney Woodworth argued that the
ALL PAPERS. DISCONTINUED
two aien were amenable to the Jaws
EXPIRATION OF TIME
o Nevada and California, tut should
PAID FOR
not l .ve beeii ree.ctied under the white
slave act. .T.it'ge Cooper declares that
th- - utiendnnts
wore not guilty of a
the
axe
Advertisers
guaranteed
violation of the statute as intended by
circulation
dallv',
and
weekly
largest
of any newspaper In northern New congress. In citing precedents, he
said:
"A similar set was passed in France
shortly after the treaty of Paris and
TELEPHONES
under that act there was no prosecu
Main 2 tion of Lord Nelson for transporting
Business Office.
Main 9 Lady Hamilton to Rome; no prosecuNew
Department
tion of Madame de Stael; no prosecu
tion of George Sand. 'George Wash
DBCKMBER
3, 1914.
THURSDAY,
ington, Alexander Hamilton and Benjamin Franklin' would, never have held
that this regulation would be applied
MA.KETHEM USE IT
a case Tike that of Diggs and Cant
(t hq, been announces In Santa Fe in
'
"
:
inettl."
rliat the state school fund Is large
the con- relies
for
The
government
uough to provide Beven months of
on
the dec!
'stitutionality of the law
..,.,.,..,..
a
ooc
m
cumw
me
supreme
of the country districts. At present sion vi
colored
the
pugilist
Jack
of
Johnson,
but five months' terms are held.
It would be aa excellent move to
COAL SUPPLY STOPPED
provide longer school terms for the
Montevldea Dec. 3. Port authori
country boys and grs, out it such
action were taken it would be imper ties today prevented the German
...
tnlrhtn SM.
,Tnin
ative that all the children of school .......
Eyicuuiiu.ip ivxcio, mviii
ju
to
attend. In many .beyond the capacity of her bunkers,
age be obliged
states where long school terms are .The restriction was placed upon the
provided in the country districts there vessel's coal supply eeeattse it Is s
a tenedency on. the part of parents leged by the Montevideo officials that
to take the larger boys out of school. the Mera's crew attempted to smuggle
In the early eprlng to assist In the, coal through the bunkers into the
iarrmng operations. Parents, in this ship' hold.
,
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weeks. The committee was compos
ed of 8. I. Roberts: of Carlsbad, Gv
of Artesia, Joseph Graham
of Lovington and C. M. Riekman 01
CarlsWdc iliiqgh M, Gage of Hope, the
other member, did not accept the ap
pointment of Judge Richardson. j
...
The Roswell News says:
"The report oqntan cothing sensational The committee states that several of, the accusations which were
made by the grand jury were found
unsubstantiated, while some were; substantiated by testimony and other evidence. The report aeuls chiefly .jwlth.
irregularities of the various county
offices, and only three were 'eiSnwieil'
by the evidence, county superintend
cnt of schools, probate judge and
county surveyor.
"In the matter o; the intimated
bribe joffer of Sheriff Stewart to Traveling Auditor Kegel of Santa Fe,
there wasi no evidence to substantiate
the charge Of offered1 bribery, even
though the case was gone Into very
!

'

:

'

rigidly.

"The most serious charges by the
irspecial committee are against the

regularities of the county commission
they very looee In
ers; especially wore
'

their iplac'ng of printing to William
H. Mullane.

':--

,;

a-t-

j

;

e charges.. by the
"Referring to
J
of tliv county
two
that
grand jury
commissioners had let the county pay
for telephones at their houses and offices Mf. Woodwell aind Mr. Beeman
the committee found that these gentlemen claimed It saved the county
much expense.
'
"The only instance where it was
found that salaries were being paid
in excess of the agreement with the
traveling auditor "was In the case of,
the county treasurer 'being paidt$2,-000while the agreement had been
naonly for $1,500. This was in the
ture of an advance, and it Is to be
adjusted when the salary bill is pass-

--11 1

al-i-

J

DECEMBER

3,

1914.

"Expense accounts gf officers were,
found high, but not necessarily illegal.
"That assessments to tax rolls had
not been particularly advantageous to
any one.
"Assessor did leave off the notes
and mortgages, but not when they
were called to his attention.
"County commissioners violated the
law when they borrowed $4,000 from
the two banks, and paying interest,
while the records show that they deposited with one bank $35,000 during
the year,
."The report goes at oome length
into the high price .paid by the sheriff
for the transportation of lunatics to
the asylum.
into detail regarding
also
goes
fIt
the county commissioners never scrut.
inizing' the Mite, and nearly alwaiys
allowing the maximum allowed by the
law for all expenses, etc.
"The' report eayfl that the county
commissioners have been extravagant
atod careless in the ; expenditure of
-

"The committee finds that the
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You cannot surpass the
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of our new calling cards.
They Come m

'

'
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FRENCH SCRIPT,
OLD ENGLISH, :
SPANISH,
SCRIPT,

For
'

"v'7r- - -- .A
BUSINESS CARDS,
:

:

j

Business
Announcements ot
Gentlemen's Calling
Cards

,

See Our

caxton,

ROMAN,

GREEK,

BLOCK and
ITALIC Texts.

d RMAh.

ASTOR, Texts,

Samples on display and prices cheerfully
7i

given at

THE it-OPTIC
OFFICE
a .jc-

Smoke
W vste
Cannot Leak or Spill

. COUNTY WILU FURNISH
$162,826,44 IN STATE AND
COUNTY TAXES

,
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-

Santa Fe, Dec, 3. The state travel
ing auditor's office has completed the

-
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AND LOST ..JCal&L, county,

DISCOVERED

Uunes fdrjour
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Cha.fin dish or
Percolator . . ...

hfol
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STOVES
Cook'ng out fits

v ""

Invczilsztc si
J'.''

TMUPERYS'
Jeweler & Optician
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"The Elusive Treasure Box," the
twelfth episode in "The Million Dollar
Mystery" series, will be shown tonight
only at the Mutual theater, and the
usual large crowds are expected to be
on- handiio "witness It.
following is
a synopsis of the two films:
The treasure box is raised by the
anchor of a tramp steamer. A sailor
spies it secretly .gets It.- - Arriving
a the Bahamas tries to steal away
but fights and the box falls into the
sea. Jones has a mysterious ealler.
They are spied on by Bralne and 01ga. , Braine, excited at the identity of
thilijerson, levels his revolver. Florm
tne
enei fires and Brame, snot
wrist, rushes wildly away. Vroon learns
about tho treasure box and recovers
it from the sea., At a meeting of the
"Black Hundred,"' just as the box is
about to be smashed open, the lights
go out panic ensues the lights are
turned on the box is gone and with
It ' three member.' Who are they?
Again the box is 'shown but mysterious hands appear the treasure chest
sinks from view?
.

-

-

ROAD

E CINQ

PUT IN

IS

0000

SHAPE
REPORTS UPON THE
WORK DONE ON THE SHORT

R. C. DILLON

HIGHWAY

Robert J, Taupert, road commissioner of San Miguel county, has received
the following letter from R. C. Dillon
of
of Encino; t'road (Sbriimissioner
Torrance county :
Encino N. M., Dec. 2nd., 1914.
Mr. Robert J. Taupert
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Dear Mr. Taupert:
This is to let you know that we have
just finished making a new road from
Encino via Palma to the Torrance
county line, and San Miguel county
line. This road is straight from En
cino north and will make a fine road
after used a short time. We are sending out and taking up the signs on
theold road and putting them, up on
the new road,' so the, travelers jwil
be able to find their way. Now ,'tlC,
gives us. a good road north to tbelend
ojC our county line, and if you. can get
the San Miguel county board to. come
this way, It will give Las Vegas a
fine road from Las Vegas to Roswell.
Please let all the people know, that
we have fixed this road, as ! promised
to do this, and want them to travel
the road, It will be a little soft for a
while, but after used It will be a dandy.
.f.i
.
Yours for a good road all the way,
R. C. DILLON.
"The people of Las Vegas will wish
to thank Mr. Dillon for hla untiring
work in behalf of the good roads
movement," said Mr. Taupert. TWe
will take up the matter of the con-

tha country in favor ,pf the
merit and efficiency system, and said;
"Even in congress the tide has turned against the spoilsman. , The passage of the Cullop amendment which
sought to throw open the postoffices
for patronage purposes, was defeated."
He pointed out that in tfew Jersey,
Georgia, Missouri, Ohio and. California
notable progress had ; been made; in
putting civil service systems into ef-

tocai thrpughout

$105,613.81;

state, $57,218,663; total county and
?$1U2!826.44;
latei
special sanitary,
THE TWELFTH INSTALLMENT OF I,104.87; '
special municipal,
"MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY"
special Bchool districts, $35,TELLS THE STORY

5

Engraved

Non Explosive
No Odor

571.37.

ROSWELL

(it

THIS

Ssf.

'

'

ft

8HARE

'

coun-

because of bitter animosities between
them and the treasurer, especially the
chairman of the board and the treas'
"'
urer.'
"The charge thai the county commissioners had failed to secure salary
advances in case the salary bill which
is to be passed was lower was found
correct, but this has been remedied by
bond.
requiring all officer to give

SOLID
ALCOHOL

TURN IN ITS

checking of the 1914 tax rolls of five
additional counties, and has found
them to correspond with the require
ments of the state boatrd of equaliza
tion.
These counttes are banaovai,
San jMSguel, Sierra,' Taos and Torrance, making 11 so far checked and
approved. The taxes to be collected
in the five counties are bbowu af fol
v
funds.
lows:
i"The report says that the treasur
',
Sahdovaj County ",
er's office efficiency is crippled owing Total county, $43,985.76; total late,
to the fact of animosities with other
total state and county,
$17,285.45;
.;
officers.
i'e:;ii
$61,244.21; special wanltary (catue,
sheep and eradicaition of diseases),
$17,
THE TREASURE BOX IS $1,588.82; special school districts.,

ed.
ty commissioners and the treasurer's
office are working to disadvantage

SAN MIGUEL WILL

Silrla Coury

Total county, $37,600.96; total state,
total county and atate;
$56,815.54;.' special sanitary, $1,725.88;
special school districts, $C,424.45.
Taos County
Total! county, $26,562.36; total state,
$12,324.92: total county and state.
$38,887.28;. Bpecial sanitary, $852.25;
special school districts, $10,836.84;
special miscellaneous, $783.25.
Torrance County
Total county, $37,020.36; total state,
S28.629.0S:
total county and state.
$65,649.44; special sanitary, $924.59;
snecial municipal, $231.84; special
school districts, $20,233.32.
$18,214.58;

,

,

fect,

,,J

r,.:.-,-

"The business men of the country,"
the report said, "have united in insisting that all .positions in the diplomatic and consular services must
be filled by men selected, not for, political reasons, but for demonstrated
fitness and ability."
At last Jess "Willard and lack :John- matched. Thftt fvoiieht; to
bring peace in Mexled.1
son are

..(j

PLENTY OF MONEY FOB

NEW YORK STOC kv E XC H A ti'dE.
'" A; "
''rr "
New York, Dec, 3. No changes of

THE STATE IS ABLE TO INCREASE
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

'!

"'

;

1

higher. The market hesitated a little and then scored a material gain.
The close was heavy,
to
cent
under last night. '
Corn hardened as a result of scanty
acceptances of fiids to rural holders.
The opening, which varied from a shade
to 4
cent up, seemed to estab
lish limits at which the market could
remain steady. The close was depres
to y2
sed,
cent under last
night.
Firmness developed 'In oats, as in
other grain.
Lower prices for hogs failed to prevent a moderate advance in provisions.
The closing quotations were:':
Wheat, Dec. 1.141,4; May 1.20.
:

68.
51.

Corn, Dec.
May
Oats, Dec. 47; May
Pork, Jan. $18.05; May $18.45.
Lard, Jan. $9.65; May $9.90.
Ribs, Jan. $9.70; May $10.02.

importance were recorded in today's
early market for bonds. Dealings were
lighter than In the .previous .sessions
of the week, with .the usual offerings
of small lots. Southern Railways fours.
Interborough refundlng,foursf)At:bjson
convertible fours andi,qhlcagoJRock
Island and Pacific Railway,. refunding
fours gained small fractions.
, J
Minor recessions were registered by
Northern Pacific fours, BurhnKton
.

KANSAS CITY

10.50.
Sheep, receipts

Lambs
7.50.

$8.

LtVE

STOCK

Market steady.
yearlings $6.25

3,0005

258. 85;

OF THE

"HIGHER STRATEGY

GERMAN
POLICY"

Depends Entirely Upon Previous

Foresight and Preparations

XM AS SHOPPING

MI)E

IS

PLEASANT HERE

Because of Experienced Foresight and
Thorough Preparations for
g
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THE
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f
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1
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SHOULD BE

UNDER CIVIL RULES

TO
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LAS

STORE
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tinuous highway from Las Vegas to
Roswell at once and do our share of
the work."

EFFICIENCY

THAT

DEMANDS

jTHESE MEN BE SELECTED
FOR THEIR MERITS
I

h

SOCORRO COMES ACROSS

Santa Fe, Dec. 3. Socorro county
remitted $47.89 of take today to
State Treasurer O. N. Marron, Lincoln county remitted $200 to pay District. Attorney II. B. Hamilton his
stipend.

y

)

'

Chicago, Dec. 3. A review1 of the
progress of the civil service move
ment and an outline of what had been
sought to further its advance, was
presented today to the thirty-fourtannual meeting of the National Civil
Service Reform league by Robert D.
Jenks of .Philadelphia, chairman of
the council of the association, in his
annual report.
,Mr. Jenks declared that the achieve
ments in the year demonstrated a
constant growth of popular sentiment

SPFCIAL FORFRIDA
14

Off All

V
SATURDAY
'
Women's Two Piece

UNDERWEAR.

(VESTS and PANTS)

"THn

nTorji?

rss

ftiiti

itv
!

Z.hr-.zVzcr.-

i
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Kansas City, Dec. 3. Hog3, receipts
6,000.
Market lower. Bulk $6.70'
6.90; heavy $6.856.90;
pigg $6
6.25.
j
Cattle, receipts 3,000, Market steady.
Prime fed steers $9. 25 10. 25; western steers $79.25; calves $6.50

15he

SUCCESS

i

'

.

Santa Fe, Dec. 3. New Mtxlco has
sufficient funds; available to give
every school district a minimum term
ot seven months, in place of five, the
present minimum. This is the conclusion of Chief Clerk Hapert F. Aspiund
of the department of education In his
report made today to United States
Commissioner of Education P. P.
Ciaxton. During the year ending September 1, 1914, the sum or $30,837.89
was used to assist school districts In
maintaining the five months minimum.
Besides that $13,056.62 state
aid was granted to enable 125 districts to erect modern school buildings. A surplus of $93,000 was at
band on September 1 and this would
give sufficient funds to carry on the
work for seven months in those districts which do not have that length
of term now. There is a balance- of
$82612.20 in the school building fmd.
Even ais it was, the average school
term Jn the state was 140 days. .
It 1i,now proposed to use the bal
ance n the school building fund for
the purpose of aiding districts to coni
struct modern school houses, but to
discontinue adding to it, and to use
the surplus In the reserve fund to in
crease the minimum' term to six
months and if possible to seven
months. As It is necessary to pro
vide for 743 school months In oraer
to bring the minimum term up to 120
days M will be possible with the funds
at present provided to make this in
crease. As ;iti Income from common
school hr.iii is constantly Increasing
Hud r.i minimum term
it is h,
140
reach
may
o.iy during the next
biennial period.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Dec. 3. Cables here today
lifted wheat. The opening was
Chicago1,

63;

SEVEN MONTHS SCHOOL

FOR CHILDREN

joint fours and iNew York- - Railways
adjustments. Republic Steel fives de
clined a small fraction, while United
States Steel fives were unchanged.

(
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Hvve
a Fine Lot of
We Will

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

1914.
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Overcoats
and

Christmas Trees
Wreaths of all Rinds
-

Holly

100,000.00
:

Mackinaws

Mistletoe

,Men and Boys
Your overcoat

ERRY ONION

Is a

great Importance to

'; Lv

ANohr

and Ella Gates of the
ranch were in town today.
W, C. Dunlap arrived In Las Vegas
lant nlgh,t com El Paso, Mr. Dunlap
Da kf iJvttileb of Trinidad is here
for a ,visit with B. Rosenwald and

W. F;; Bell of Denvexaa.Jiern
famjly.f
business today.
is
a business man or the Pass City;
C. U Dawson of Trinidad was here
C. Larkin, generall sales' manager
J,
business
on
today.
the' Swastika Fuel company of
W. J. Heio of Denver was here to- oi
Raton, came into Las Vegas last night
day for a short visit
on business for his firm.
was
here
S. N, Spitz of Albuquerque
F. W. Brady, general manager of
today on business affaire.
Box Office Attraction eomany, a
the
In
wa
John Brunton of Shoemaker
feature house of Den
ktdvffigftilSfiSfS
town today for a short visit.
to confer ""withf fte- arrived
ver,
today
Remember the. 1,500 feet of Moose?
orbthers
of
the MutiM 'thea
heart film to be shown at the Mutual gensberg
ter. ' "
theater tonight.
' H.' P.
Shupp of Log' Angeles passed
Paul N. Zaup of Trinidad was in through 'Las 'Vegas last night on his
some
pertownl today to attend to
way east. 'Mr. Shupp has several relsonal affairs.
atives and friends in this cfty.
E. M. Swayzse came in last night
A' Buick roadster put up at the
from Colorado Springs on al short fa nt th TJih Vptrna Mntnt Car mm,
business visit.
(pany last night. It carried Mr. and
W. E. Bancroft came in yesterday Mrs. S. TT. Lamney of Dubuque, Iowa.
evening from Trinidadi to take care of They are on their way from Dubuque
some (personal affairs.
to the coast.
Archie Poisford arrived In Las VeJohn H. York and F. J. Wesner left
gas last night from Denver. lie 'will yesterday afternoon on a hunting trip
toe here a short time.
to Wesner's ranch. They expect to
F. D. Howe, a mesa farmer, came, return at the end of the week. Sevint town last night. He will stay, here eral orders are said to have been plac-- .
a short time purchasing supplies., ;. ed at York's store for wild turkeys,
E. T. Walls arrived in Las Vegas and the hunters will have to be phen
this morning from Amarlllo, Tex. He omenally successful in order to supply
will spend a few months here with re- ail the demand.
latives.
David.. Coles left todaiy for El Paso.
Phil H. LeNoir and C, F. Hunter of Mr. Coles until recently was manager
Denver took a trip this morning to of the Casitaneda hotel. He will spend
Hot Springs. They returned this af- a short vacation in the Pass City and
i
ternoon. '
, then
to Kansas City, where be
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts of the New pjobably willp ' enter the eastern di- Mexico. Normal University left today viioncof ithe Harvey service. Several
for Raton, where he will lecture before frjjndji ofjtft-- Coles were at the depot
the Sorosis club.
to wish. Jttfm good luck. He has been
Robert. Hart will leave tonight on hSrfttiw9 years, during which time
rain Nn. s for Hamilton, O. Mr. Harf he has endeared himself to many peo- -'
'
will visit relatives in Ohio, remaining ple.;- m Ws-in that state for a considerable length
-'
Acc'drrfmg to the report of Volunteer
of time.
J. B. Hannum of Albuquerque, was Observer Lewis of the New Mexico
In towp today. Mr. Hatanum Is ttie Normal University, the minimum temdivision manager or the Continental perature' last night was four degrees
Oil 'company- - He was here In the fowera1thah.5tt"has been this winter.
interests of ihis concern.
The mercury went down to 11 degrees.
Charles A. Spiess and a party left The maximum yesterday was 35
' "
today on a trip to hunt geese. Friends
wheof the attorney are wondering
PROGRESSIVES HANG ON
ther this is the first time that he has
gone on a "wild goose" chase.
Chicago, Dec. 3. The progressive
Mrs. James Zachary Campbell of Kt national executive committee, at the
Louis was in Las Vegas today. Mrs. close of a conference here last night,
Campbell 13 the drawing supervisor ,iBSUed a statement setting forth the
of the Practical Drawing Publishing 'determination of the party leaders to
company of Chicago. She visited the 'continue their organization with the
schools today to observe the drawing expectation of being a factor In future
liolitical campaigns. equipment.
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quit tea and coffee, and try the famous pure

food-drin-

a bit of wholesome molasses, Postum

.....

free from drugs, or any harmful substances.
There's fine flavour,, genuine nourishment and health in a steaming

cup of welknnde Postum.
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"There's a ieason"
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it is the same, as there are maniy
points of similarity. Ortega denies
his gullt! It is stated that he spoke
to an attorney a few days ogoviisaylng
he had heard the "bank was after him
for something," and it ie reported
that he made arrangements for his
defense in case he were to be ar'
rested.
:

ATTENTION ELKS
All Elks are requested to be

DeWet flagged and doubled over bia
at the course in an endeavor to throw off
Elks' home Sunday afternoon,' Decem his pusuers, but the.
expiring, overt
ber at 2:3 o'clock for the purpose ridden horses he was obliged to abanof participating in the memorial serv don in his
flight blazed the way for
ices of lodge No. 408. Visiting broth- tne men of General Botha, who were
ers cordially invited.
hunting him down.
By order of the Exalted Ruler.
-

"

WILLIAM

?

D.

11NE

H. SPRINGER,

WELSH

Exalted Ruler.
W. CONDON, Secretary.'
i

INSPECTOR

IS OUTFOUGHT

New York, Dec. 3. Young Shugrue,
the jersey City lightweight, outpointed Freddie Welsh of England, the
world's champion lightweight, in a
bout at Madison Square Garden last night. Shugrue outfought
and outboxed Welsh' in eight of the
ten rounds. The. third round was even,
while Welsh had the better of the
seventh.

According to the report submitted
the authorities of the New Mexico
Normal University to Governor McDonald the total enrollment for the
was 15 per cent greater
year
.
than that of the year
During the time that Dr. Frank H. H. Rob
erts has had control of the institution
the increase has been 123.3 per cent
MONA BELL ESCAPES
The departments of the Normal above
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 3.After
the training school have doubled In beifT Out 12 hours
1nnr in fclorol
(Continued from Page One)
the number of students in attendance 'court today reported iallure to agree
upon two of three counts of an Indict"I said to them: 'I feel sure that during this period.
ment charging Mona Bell of Santa Fe
this will not meet the approval of the
TROUBLE FOR BURKE
with violation of the Mann white slave
miners. You are saying what you
New York Dec.
act. On the third count, which, charghave always said, the only. thing that
against John Burke, an em- ed the woman with having employed
you can say that you are
of the Isthmian canal
girls for immoral purposes, the jury
operators. It leaves you to judge of ployeas
manager of the comissary de returned a verdict of jot euilty. The
the law and how you are to obey It.'
were returned today by the first two counts charged bringing girls
"That night we had another confer partment,
federal
grand
jury which had been In- from Denver Into New Mexico for imence with the operators. "When it
frauds in the canal moral purposes.
vestigating
alleged
ended we had to go back to the miners
zone. In them Burke Is charged with
could
be
tell
them
that
and
nothing
PRISONERS ARE SUFFERING
accepting two bribes totalling nearly
done."
110,000.
Lemberg, Dec. 3 (via Petrograd and
London). Lemberg today is intensely
PONCE PROVES ALIBI
FEDS WANT JOHNSON
interested in some Austrian and Hun
3.
Lino Ponce,
El Paso, Tex,, Dec.
Coffeyville, Kas., Dec 3. "I came garian' prisoners '" who have been
wanted at Memphis, Tenn., in connec
here to sign Johnson and expect to brought into the-cltThey came by
tion with the counterfeiting of Mexdo eO," said Joe Tinker, manager of train, and virtually all of the men
ican money, was, given his liberty to
the Chicago Federals, after an all showed some evidence of the extreme
day in "a. district court through an forenoon conference here
wday with cold they had endured in the moan- he
evidence
that
alibi. He produced
Walter
on
the Wash- tains. A great many of them had
Johnson,
pitcher
had been at Douglas, Arizona, at the
American
team.
John- their feet or hands frozen. Most of
ington
league
time of the circulation of the bogus
son refused to make a statement after the prisoners appeared to be Hunin
Memphis.
paper money
the conference. Tinker would not garians although among them were a
amplify hia brief announcement.
great many Tyrolese. All were capINTENTIONS ARE GOOD
tured during the recent fighting In tn
Washington, Dec. 3. Sir Cecil
LAMAR FOUND GUILTY
Carpathians.
Spring-Rice- ,
the British ambassador,
New York, Dec. 3. David
Lamar
delivered to the state department towas today found guilty of impersonatBarney Dreyfusa is well again, and
day a note giving assurances that
A. Mitchell Palmer after the League meet will golf for
Great Britain does not Intend to de- ing Representative
of Pennsylvania, for the purpose of his health in the South.
lay American ships unduly In searchdefrauding J. P. Morgan and Company
contraband.
for
ing them
and the United States Steel corporaThe biggest single expansion engine
tion. He was immediately sentenced in
the world passed through Ims, Veto serve two years In the federal pengas today on its way to California,
Atlanta, Ga.
itentiary j
The monster machine was drawn
along as part of a freight train that
DE W ETTTAPTU RED
arrived here at 2 o'clock this afterVeryburg, South Africa, Dec 3 (via noon. It has just been completed by
London). General Christian DeWet, the Baldwin Locomotive Works of
the backbone of the south African re- Philadelphia for the Chicago, Burlingbellion, who was captured last Tues- ton & Quincy railroad, and is now
day On a farm at Waterburg,; in Briti- on its way to San Francisco, whera
sh, Bechunal, has been brought here. it will be exhibited at the Pan,: ma exThis "Will o' the wisp of the feldt," position. The giant engine f.as ten
as he has been referred to by ,his pur- drive wheels and a tractive c opacity
of 71,500 tons. Its boiler measures
suers, surrendered finally without
to coin.- - '
a single shot. A motor car bri- 89 Inches in diameter. It was pulled
Ortega showed up at the city hall,
gade pursued him relentlessly through into La' Vegas by a freight englna
said he was a cook and had worked
sandy and undulating country thickly thalt looked like a wart on a pumpkin
for Mr. Hite and was looking for
wooded with thorn bush. The cars alongside it.,. The big .piee of mechfollowed the trail for many miles.. anism Is a coal burning engine. '
job. The chief said he would
take him to interview his prospective
employer,, and .escorted him direcUy
to the Atai store, where Mrs. Ata deOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
E"F,ast Las Vc'ris, N. H
THE KILLARNEY GIRLS.
clared the man was tne person who
II, W. Kelly. President
Albuquerque, M. M,
Jacob Gross,
Pecos. N. M.
passed the bad check. Mr. Ata is out
Clarence Wen, Secy. & Tress.
Trinidad. Colo.
of town on a business trip to Union
Donald Steward,
Bo we, N. M.
C. C. Bobbins.
Santa Fe, N. M.
county, but Mrs. Ata was positive in
her identification.
Nifpit
She said Ortega had .purchnised
some goods of the store and presented
the check, which was drawn on No
vember 1G, in payment. Mr. Ata was
'i.,
v
suspicious and took the check to the
San Miguel bank, where the forged
;V-Wholesale Grocers
signature looked so much like that
of Mr. Hite that the check was ac
cepted.
When arrested a letter from Ortega
WOOL, HIDES
PELTS, LUf I!
to a young woman, enstamped, was
C. A.
.
BAIN WAGONS
NAVAJO J' I.
found in his pocket. The chief opened it. He compared the "writing v : '.
J- u.
A
it .. L
I A iifc
that, .on the check and is positive tt,
by
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LAS VEOAS
INTEREST PAID ON TINIE DEPOSITS

symmetry and
detracting from its
perfection." .J.
The people of Las Vegais have as
high an appreciation of something
NEEDED
LYCEUM good as Canon- - City, and such a course
as is being presented here should reV J.
16.:
ceive the heartji support of the people
UNLESS
PEOPLE AVAIL THEM- until the proposition is established and
can be looked upon as a yearly event.
SELVES OF GOOD ENTERTAINUnless the people patronize the' box
MENTS THEY WILU CLOSE
offlcehowever such high class enter
tainments as are brought here this
The Y. M, C. A is advertising the
year cannot be- repeated without iiv
Killarney Girls as "The Hit Makers," volving such a
great risk that no or
and from the personnel of the com.
ganizaition will undertake it
pany, which includes Mies Rita Rich,
and the further fact that there Is so
much of life and humor connected
with Irish entertainers, it would seem' COLES RUNS DOWN
that Lata Vegas people have a rare
treat jln store on Monday night, when
ALLEGED FORGER
this company will .appear in the Duncan opera house.
s! ii.
This company! fappeared not ;long
B.
ORTEGA
OF '"TROUT
ago in Canon City, Colo., "where the JUAN
SPRINGS
ARRESTED
WAS
Y. M. C. A. Star course is now looked
LAST EVENING
upon as an annual affair, of much
credit to the city, and the Dally RecClever detective work upon the part
ord speaks in the highest terms eon
;
Among of Chlet of Police 33en oies 'resulted
cerning the' 'entertainment.
last night in the arrest of Juan B. Orother things it states:
"The Killarney orris made a great tega, a resident of the neighborhood
hit here In opening the Star course of Trout Springs, In the Gallinas canon a charge of forgery. Ortega
and established a standard of excel- yon,
lence that coming attractions may is declared to hav been the man who
signed the name of E. E. Illte to a
equal but not surpass. The program
cheek
for $25, drawn in favori of "Hl
diswas
Girls
given by the Killarney
lar4" E. Sanchez," and pabitfcl.it on
tinctly Irish and the music was full
of that catchy, delightful harmony Salamon Ata, a West side, merchant,
who cashed it at the San Miguel Na
and humor that characterizes the
tional bank. The transaction occurred
songs and melodies of the people of
the Emerald Isle. As a reader and on November 17. The bank, later the
same day, became suspicious, asked
singer of Irish folk songs Miss Rita
Mr.. Hite if he had draiwn such a check
select
her
Rich has few superiors and
tions coupled with her masterly ren and when he replied in the negative
ditlon of them, made ner a favorite Mr. Ata and the chief of police were
.?:
u
with the audience. Every member of notified.
Chiet Coles, after an investigation,
the company is an artist in her chosen"
work and none could have come off discovered that there is no such perHe set
the program without destroying its son as Hilario E. Sanchez.
about at once to localte some employe
or former employe of Hite who had
forged $8 check, t as he i,elieved it
It,
was through. sMCh:aa association with
the proprietor of the Merchants
that the guilty person secured
the proper knowledge of the signature
v ' "H 1
to enable its reproduction. The chief
learned that a man named Ortega had
A booklet, "Ho,v to KeepWelT,u prepared under the
been employed by Hite for a 'slw. t
time
last summer in the restaurant
eye of the Police Surgeon and he; HealtjtCmmissioper,
kitchen. He procured the man's sigand distributed to the New York Policemen the finest,
nature iupon cancelled checks of a
firm by whom he had been employed,
police force extant among other suggestions, ays:
and found several points of similarity
with the writing of the forged check.
Coffee
Securing a good description of Ortega
the chief began the watchful waiting
policy1.-- ' Last evening rihe saw 'a roan
that looked like Ortega and'asked OfCoffee and tea both, contaiin thedrugs, caffiene and tapnin, which often
ficer Hunzaker to inform the suspect,
that Chief Coles couM secure hint a
'
cause headache, biliousness, heaif hitter,, sleeplessness, and other Ills.
position' as"a cook and desired' jfe'tn

"Strong

D. T. Hosklne,

A- T-

:

Coffee

0

fab-

shoulder and around the collar.
,

$50'000-0-

.i.

Be

you.

SURPLUS

Vice-Preside-

ric, the Model and the Tailoring

Cifcle-Sf1

PERSONALS'

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

-

matter of

particular in selecting the

I

nmm

FOR

and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas . . , .
Phone Main 276
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CAPITAL PAID IN

Vtoe-Pre-

Next .Monday

OPERA HOUSE
GREAT
HIT OARERS
1!.

Lyceum
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AND CAFF

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLiW

MST
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

iij

CHAPMAN
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O. MOOSE Meets eectnd awj
fourth Thursday
each
evening
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited Howard T.
Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

L. O.

A. F.
LODGE NO.
A. M. Regular com-

munication first tad
third Thursday In
gven month. YUltUif
bitrtherg cordially in

COLUMN

vited. Guy 1L Cvj, W. M.. H. g. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- CIL NO. 804 Meets' second ana
Pettem, Secretary.
fourth Thursday in O. R c. hall
Visitor members
LAS VECA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2, pioneer bunldiug.
3
KNIGHTS TEMPLARReg-iii- r are , cordially, invited. Colbert a
Anndava second Tues-- Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
Swellton Your clothes don't fll
.mm
de In each mciith at Ma
you extra well. 1 can't see why you
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
think you have such a nne tailor.
Attorney-at-LaHardunna Don't, eh?
Why. my
Smith, B. C; Cna. Tamme, Recorder.
p:ast Las Vegas, New Mexico.
he can't gee
boy, he's so
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2 ' LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
you unless you bump right into nun.
RATES FOR CLASIFIED ADVEROft. F. k. huxmann
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
TISEMENTS
A DOUBLE RETURN
Dentist
cation first Monday m each
Dental work of any desenpttoa at
month at Masonic Temple
insertion.
Five cents per line each
moderate prices
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
H. P.; P. O. Blood, Secre Room 1, Center Block. Office Pho
No ad to occupy less space than two
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 4U
tary.
All advertisements
lines
charged
1JV
will be booked at space actually set I. Q. O.
P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
LOCAL TIME CARD
without regard to number of words,
4. Meets every Monday evening at
Cath In advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
East soune
brethern cordially Invited to attend.
Arrive
DMtf1
Jt. Prledenstine, N. G.;
A. T. Rogers,
No, I. ... 7:Z0 a. m..... 7:41 a ,
V. O.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
11:1 p, &
No. 4. ...11:64 p. m
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
a.
s:St a. ft.
No.
1:25
m.....
I....
IF YOU want to sell range mares Cemetery Trustee.
:
No. It.... 1:15, p. m
ft, &
write H. L. Gray, E. Las Vegas.
near-sighte- d

B. P.

O. ELKS

WANTED
Your second hand goods,
fourth Tuesday
Will pay highest cash prices. The month Elks' home

C)
C)
C)

o
o

Wtt

eecond and
evening of each

Meets

Per Colo

Jinks Gee! The umbrella's blown
Inside out, and it's one I borrowed.
Blinks Now is a good time to reHORSE and buggy for sale. Inquire
turn It.
of Perry Onion.
AT THE GARAGE
BUICK 25, model 1915, run lesa than
500 miles, a bargain. 429 Grand
avenue.
M auto

f

V--

V

r

For Rent
FOR RENT Two room
house. Phone Main 351.

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
W. O. W hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m, Visiting brothers
O. L.
and Ladies always welcome.
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
ague, Financier, Mrs. A, V. Morrow,

Local Deputy,

908

Jackson avenue;

Z

1011
W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
furnished Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Mi

FOR RENT Five room furnisjhed
house. Inquire 706 Lincoln avenue

Assistant Mr., Rlchman
phoning for his machine.
send it to him today?
Manager Don't see how
Why, his machine is the
round here fit to use.
DEAFNESS

A

is

tele-

Can you
we can.
only one

BLESSING

illl&colianQosss

dially welcome. J"s T. Buhler,. presl
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
C. B. Baily, Treasurer.

dressmaking. Prices
1103 Lincoln avenue.

V

D. C.

SPANISH typewriting and shorthand
lessons by an easy and practical
method. D. Trambley, 1119 Eleventh

street

This and Five Cents!
DON'T MISS THIS. Cue out this
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name
and address clearly. You will receive
in return a free trial package contain

ing Foley s Honey and Tar Compound,
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley
Hicks It must be awful to be deaf.
Jicks Not If your wife asks as Kidney pills, and Foley Cathartic
Tablets. For sale In your town by
many fool questions as mine.
O, G. Schaefer and Red Corss Drug
VERY EXPENSIVE

Co.

Adv.

McCraw is happy over his capture of
Bob Marshall, the star catcher of the
Three I.

If Audi's finger failB to heal, he
Az
. i
f.H
still has his vaudeville stuff to keeD
Mr. Smith I rode In one of those the eats on the table.
Blectrlc cabs once and I eot a tnrrll.I
shock when I got out.
Checks Croup Instantly
Mr.
Jonas Cab
was
heavily
You know croup is dangeronus. And
harged, eh?
Mr. Smith No, it wasn't, bat I was. you ought to know too. the sense of
security that comes from having Fo
ley s Honey and Tar Compound in the
Unterrlfied.
"Of course you realize that
riches house. It cuts the thick mucus and
lave wings."
clears away the phlegm, stops the
"Yes," replied Mr. Dustin Stax. "But
strangling cough and gives easy
managing riches Is the safest h
breathing and quiet sleep. Every usaviation that 1 know of."
er Is a friend. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store Adv.

1:10
1:85
1:20
1:11

p.

m.....

a. m
a. m.....
9.

m.,..-

I

I! l. C

:4t a.
4

l

-

S.

p.

SL

a
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Recommend Foley's Honey
and Tap,
P. A. Eflrd, ConejD, Calif. because

"It produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Taylor, Lutherville, Ga. because "I be
lieve it to be an honest medicine and
it satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook,
Neihart, Mont. hecanse "it gives the
best results for coughs and colds of
anything I sell." Every user is a
friend. O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
Roger Bresnahan has now a chance
he long sought. With the Cubs he
ought to show something the coming

tack; HERBINE is the remedy you
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
stomach, liver and bowels, and re
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv

L

14 LJ LLP
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MOvEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Oil
QmVJ,G

0JII

RETAIL PRICES

.,.,;,,,,...

,20c
2,000 pounds or More, each dlivery.
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery,...,.... 25c
30c
200 pounds to 1.000 pounds, each delivery
..40c
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 60 pounds, each delivery..,
50c

A G UA

? I' S .4

CO M

per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

? A ri Y

Harvesters, Storera and Distributors of Natural Ice the
Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have MadP Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

-

Mrs. McClaln's Experience With
Ccoup

"When my boy, Ray. was small ha
was subject to croup, and I was al
ways alarmed at such times. Cham.
oenain's Cough Remedy Droved far
better than any other for this trouble.
n always relieved him auicklv. I am
never without it in the house for I
know it Is positive cure for crouo."
writes Mrs. W. R, MoClain, Blairsviile,
Fa. For sala by all dealers. Av.

Detan

Gas in the stomach comes from food
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA which has fermented. Get rid of this
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
badly digested food og quickly as posLcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second sible if
ypu would avoid a bilious at-

and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G,
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting members are es
homesteads; advance inforwelcome and cordially Invited.
counties
San Miguel, Guad- pecially
mation;
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1 ; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,

FIRST CLASS
reasonable.

i

Sound

Arrive

on Ninth street No. I....
People's store, opposite the former and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No.
NO. f..r.
Cooley barn.
are cordially invited. Wm. H. SpringNo. I....
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
cretary.
Why They

nue.

()

1

HAVE TO DODGE

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO
TWO furnished rooms for lighthouse102 Meets every Monday night to
keeping, modem, except heat; no O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenne a
elck, no children. 810 Lincoln ave- 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
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Erlffil3

DON'T-

DECEMBER

mm

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

SELL

WHAT YOU DONT WANT

CIASSIFIED ADS search out the
people to whom-am- onj
MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most

those who'
'

THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST
to
who
read the ads in this paper and who never would people
hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this
newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books,
automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instru-meatWANT ADS are Inexpensive,
Try them.

get results and EVERYBODY'S

SATIS-FIED-

.

LAS VEGA

DAILY OPTIC,

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

,

A Novelized Venion of the Motion Picture Drama of the Same Name
- :
Produced by the Universal Film Co.

tivs

why
my hand!"

haif-rlose-

rather than to respond, then turned
hastily away to her stateroomleaving him staring with wonder at her
CHAPTER XI.
strangeness.
By midnight the Seaventure waa
Blue Water.
close
swiftly
spinning
Ateu'a
ate
acid
at
an
like
Anxiety
wind
sou'weet
reefed
a
to
snoring
heart. If this shift to the sea might
head
be thought a desperate venture, c the fixed white eye of Portland
'
men a.i:C light fast falling astern.
was a weathered
vmdismayed; nothing would heve bcitc,
CHAPTER XII.
more to his liking than a brik eeaii-wiscruise in an able boal nndov
Down the Cape.
auspices less forbidding.
At
four
o'clock, or shortly after,
tho hota!
But when he
one surprising thing happened thai Alan was awakened by bont heels
imperatively overhead, and
gave him new heart momentarily it pounding
went
on
deck
again, to stand both doghat4
his
as
luck
seemed almost
. if
turned. For, ae he paused by the des", watches saw the sun lift up smiling
of the cashier to demand his bill, thr over a world of tumbled blue water,
inelevator gate opened and Rose cam-ou- t crossed the wake of a Cunard liner
bound
overraised
for
and
Boston,
with
an
meet
bini
ease;
eagerly to
fishair of hope that masked measurably hauled a graceful but businesslike
erman (from
Gloucester, Barcus
the signs of fatigue.
opined when called to stand his trick
""I worried so I couldn't rest," Retold him guardedly as he drew he at eight) and saw it a mile or two
astern when still aching with fatigue
aside; ."so I arose and got ready, av
he was free to return to his berth
watched from the window till I
r
for
another
rest
drive up."
This
time
misguided consideration
He acquainted her briefly with bis
induced Barcus to let bis orew sleep
fortune.
But she seemed unable to echo his through the first afternoon watoh. Six
confidence or even to overcome thft belle were ringing when, in drowsy apheaviness of her spirits when their prehension that something had gone
cab, without misadventure, set them suddenly, and radically wrong, Alan
waked.
down at the wharf.
He was on deck again almost before
Here, Alan had feared, was the crucial point of danger if the influence he rubbed the sleepiness from his
of the trey of hearts was to bring eyes, emerging abruptly from the half-ligof the cabin to a dazzle of sundisaster upon them It would be here,
in the hush and darkness of this de- light that filled the cup of day with
serted water front. And he bore him- rarefied gold, even as he passed from
self most warily as he helped the girl conviction of eecurity to realization of
from the car and to the gangplank of immediate and extraordinary peril.
His first glance discovered the wheel
deserted, the woman with back to him
standing at the taffrail, Barcus nowhere to be seen. The second confirmed his surmise that the Seaventure
had come up into the wind, and now
,
was yawing off wildly into the trough
Ik frniZLlL' MIX
of a stiff if not heavy sea. A third
showed him, to his amazement, the
Gloucester fisherman
overhauled
with such ease that morning and now,
by rights, well down the northern horizon not two miles distant, and standing squarely for the smaller vessel.
Bewildered, he darted to the girl's
side, with a shout, demanding to
know what was the matter.
She
turned to him a face he hardly recognized but still he didn't understand.
i i
The Inevitable inference seemed a
;"W,
thing unthinkable; hie brain faltered
when asked to credit it. Only when
he saw her tearing frantically at. the
painter, striving to cast it off and with
it the dory towing a hundred feet or
so astern, and when another wondering glance had discovered the head
and shoulders of Mr. Barcus rising
over the stern of the dory as he strove
to lift himself out of the water only,
then did Alan botftn to appreciate
what bad bappeBed,--.- Even so, it was with the feeling that
Lingered Watchfully on Deck.
all the world and himself as well bad
the Seaventure. But nothing hap- gone stark, raving mad, that he seized
the girl and, despite her struggles, tore
pened; while Mr. Barcus was as good
aa his word. Alan had barely set foot her away from the rail before she had
on deck, following the girl, when the succeeded in unknotting the painter.
"Rose!" he cried stupidly. "Rose!
gangplank came aboard with a clatter,
end the Seaventure swung away from What's the matter with you? Don't
you see what you're doing?"
the wharf.
Defiance Inflamed her countenance
Until the distance was too great for
accents. "Can't you ever say anyand
even a flying leap Alan lingered watchRose'.' Is
thing but 'Rose!
fully on deck.
At length, satisfied that all was well, there no other name that means anything to you? Can't you understand
he returned to the cabin.
"All right," he nodded; "we're clear how intolerable it is to me? I love
of that lot, apparently; nobody but the you no less than she better than she
,

Avthtr

mf

By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
"The FaHum anfcr." "Tht Bnm BauC'Tim Bltk Bo,.

IQattnted wilb

Piatsf mpht

south-southeas-

ham At fichtr ttaiuOUm

salt-wat-
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Forewarned.
'
The thing was managed with an ingenuity that Alan termed devilish it
was indisputably Machiavellian.
The lovers had come down from the
North In hot haste and the shadow of
death. Two days of steady traveling
by canoe, by woods trail, by lake
steamer forty-eigh- t
hours of fatigue
and strain eased by not one Instant's
relaxation from the high tension of
vigilance upon which their very lives
depended wore to a culmination
through this tedious afternoon on the
train from Moosehead a trap of physical torment only made possible by
Alan's luck In securing, through sheer
reservations
accident, two parlor-ca- r
turned back at the last moment before leaving Kineo station.
No matter the longest afternoon
must have Us evening: the pokiest ef
trains comes the more surely to Its
destination; In another hour or two
they would be in Portland free at
last to draw breath of ease In a land
of law, order and sane living.
As If in answer to this thought, the
train slowed down with whistling
brakes to the last
and as
the trucks groaned and moved anew,
a lout of a boy came galloping down
the aiele, brandishing two yellow envelopes and blattiug like a stray calf:
s
"Miuta Lawrl MIsta Lawr!
for Mlsta Lawr!"
AInn had been expecting at every
station a prepaid reply to his wire for
reservations on the night express from
Portland to New York.
But why two envelopes superscribed
"Mr. A. Law, Kineo train southbound,
Oakland Sta.T"
He tore one open, unfolded the
and grunted disgust with its
curt advice, opened the other and
caught his breath sharply as he withdrew part way only a playing card,
a trey of hearts.
Thrusting It back quickly, he clapped
both envelopes together, tore them
into a hundred fragments, and scattered them from the window.
But
the flondish wind whisked one small
scrap back and only one! Into the
lap of the woman he loved.
Vainly he prayed that she might
be asleep. The silken laehes trembled
on her cheeks and lifted slightly, disclosing the dark glimmer of questioning eyes. And as she clipped the scrap
of cardboard between thumb and forefinger he bent forward and silently
took It from her one corner of the
trey of hearts, but Inevitably a corner
bearing the figure "3" above a heart.
"The Pullman agent at Portland
wires no reservations available on any
New York train in the next thirty-sihours," he said with lowered voice.
"Couldn't we possibly catch the New
York boat tonight?"
"'"He shook a. glum head. "No I
looked that up first, It leaves before
we get in."
.
She said, "Too bad," abstractedly,
reclosed her eyes, and apparently
lapsed anew into
but without deceiving him who could
well guess what poignant anxiety
gnawed at her heart.
He could have ground his teeth in
exasperation the impish insolence of
that warning, timed bo precisely to set
their nerves on edge at the very mo- Tel'-gram-

x

leuls

Joseph Vane

e

with the cunning of a madwoman, the
heart of a thug,, the face of a charm
ing child the face of the woman that
sat beside him, duplicating its every
perfect feature so nearly that even he
who loved the one could scarcely distinguish her from the other but by instinct, Intuition, blind guesswork. . . .
confirmaHe nodded heavy-heartetion of a surmise slowly settling into
conviction In hie mind, that such cun
ning, such purpose and pertinacity
could not possibly spring from a mind
well balanced, that the woman, Judith
Trine, ister to the Rose he loved so
well, was as mad as that monomaniac,
her father, who sat helpless in hit)
cell of silence and shadows In New
York, day after day, eating hie heart
out with impatience for the word that
his vengeance had been consummated
by the daughter whom he had inspired
to execute it.
An hour late, in dusk of evening,
the train lumbered into Portland station; and, heart in mouth, Alan helped
Rose from the steps, shouldered a way
for her through the crowd, and almost
lifted her into a taxicab.
"Best hotel In town," he demanded.
"And be quick about it for a double
tip."
He communicated his one desperate
scheme to the girl en route, receiving
her indorsement of it. So, having registered for her and seen her safely to
the door of the best available room in
the houee within ready call of the pub-lllobby and office, he washed up,
gulped a hasty meal which Rose had
declined to share, pleading fatigue
and hurried away into the night with
only the negro driver of a public hack,
picked up haphazard at some distance
from the hotel, for his guide.
d

o

CHAPTER

X.

Fortuity.

He wasted the better part of an
hour in fruitless and perhaps
Inquiries; then his luck, such
as it was, led him on suspicion down
a poorly lighted wharf, at the extreme end of which he discovered a
lonely young man perched atop a pile,
hands in pockets, gaze turned to a
tide . whereon, now black night had
fallen, pallid wraiths of yachts swung

Just visibly beneath uneasy

riding-light-

"Pardon me," Alan ventured, "but
perhaps you can help me out
"You've come to the wrong shop, my
friend," the young man interposed
with morose civility; "I couldn't help
anybody out of anything the way I
am now."

"I'm sorry," said Alan, "but I
thought possibly you might know
where I could find a seaworthy boat
to charter."
The young man slipped emartly
down from his perch. "If you don't
look sharp," he said ominously, "you'll
charter the Seaventure." He waved
his hand toward a vessel moored
alongside the wharf: "There she Is,
and a better boat you won't find anywhere schooner-rigged- ,
fifty feet over
all, twenty-fiv- e
horsepower, motor auxiliary, two staterooms all ready for
as long a coastwise cruise ae you care
to take. Come aboard."
He led briskly across the wharf,
down a gangplank, then aft along the
deck to a companionway, by which the
two men gained a comfortable and
roomy cabin, bright with freBh white

....

four-hou-

4

lit

hi

J

j

ft
s,

enamel.

Here the light of the cabin lamp revealed to Alan's searching scrutiny a
person of sturdy build and independent
carriage, with a roughly modeled,
face, reddish hair, and
steady though twinkling blue eyes.
"Name, Barcus," the young man introduced himeelf cheerfully; "christened Thomas. Nativity, ' American.
State of life, flat broke. That's the
rub," he laughed, and shrugged, shamefaced. "I found myBelf hard up this
spring with this boat on my hands,
sunk every cent I had and then some
fitting out on an oral charter with
a moneyed blighter in New York, who
was to have met me here a fortnight
since. He didn't and here I am, in
pawn to the ship chandler, desperate
enough for anything."
"How much do you owe?"
"Upwards of a hundred."
"Say I advanced that amount when
can we- sail ?"
The young man reflected briefly.
"There's something so engagingly Idiotic about this proceeding," he observed wistfully. "I've got the strangest kind of a hunch it's going to go
through. Pay my bills, and we can be
off Inside an hour. That is "
He checked with an exclamation of
dismay, chapfallen. "I may have some
trouble scaring up a crew at short
notice. I had two men engaged, but
last week they got tired doing nothing for nothing and left me flat."
"Then that's settled," Alan said. "I
know boats; I'll be your crew and the
better satisfied to have nobody elso
aboard."
The eyes of Mr. Barcus clouded.
"See here, my headlong friend, what's
your little game, anyway? I don't
mind playing the fool on the high seas,
but I'll be no party to a kidnaping

'.

'Urn

good-humore- d
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I

Ho Could Have Ground Hie Teeth In

Exasperation,
ment when they were congratulating
themselves upon the approach of a
respite!
The sheer insanity of the whole
damnable business !
The grim, wild absurdity of it!
To think that this was America, this
the twentieth century, the apex of the
highest form of civilization the world
had ever known and still a man
could be hunted from pillar to post,
haunted with threats, harried with attempts at assassination in a hundred
forma and that by a slip of a girl

1

1914.
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substituted yourself for her, deceivcu
me into thinking you!"
"Of course," she said simply. "Why
not? Wben I saw her sleeping there
the mirror of myself, completely at
my mercy what else should I think
of than to take her place with the man
I loved? I knew you'd never know tho
difference
at least I was fool enough
for the moment to believe I could
stand being loved by you in her name!
It was only today, when I'd had time
to think, that I realleed how impos
sible that waa!"
A sudden slap of the mainsail boom
athwartships and a simultaneous cry
from over the stern roused Alan from
his consternation to fresh appreciation
of the emergency. With scant consideration he bustled the woman to the
companionway and below, slammed its
doors and closed her in with the sliding hatch all In a breath then
sprang to the taffrail, Just in time to
lend a helping hand sorely wanted by
Mr. Barcus in his efforts to climb
aboard, after be had pulled the dory
up under the stern by its painter.
He came over ths rail in a towering
temper.
"I hope youll pardon the apparent
Impertinence," . he suggested acidly,
as soon aa able to articulate coherently "but may I inquire if that

and I stand watch and watch, of
course.
There's nothing for you to
ed on Inspiration. "We've simply got
but be completely at your ease.
t' pet clear of Portland by midnight." do
me go."
"You're on!" Barcus agreed ir..'mvt-ly- , But you must let
her head thrown
Eyes
I
"God
his face clearing.
only
to suffer his kiss
I believe you, but I do and here'u back, she seemed

"It's an elopement," Alan interrupt

toe 1 i"y 0' H eciiis
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tulated, and waved an indignant hand,
compassing their plight.
"The reBt of your adventures are
reasonable enough," he said, "they
won my credulity and I'm a native of
Missouri. But this last chapter is impossible. And that's flat. It couldn't
happen and has. And there, in a
manner of speaking, we are!"
Agaiust the western horiason a long,
strip of sand dunes rested
like a bar of purple cloud between the
crimson afterglow of sunset in the
sky and the ensanguined sea that mirrored it.
The wind had gone down with the
sun, leaving the Seaventure becalmed
her motor long since inert for want
of fuel in shoal water a mile or so
off the desolate and barren coast that
Barcus, out of his abounding knowledge of thois waters, named Nauset
low-lyin-

"

Beaob.

'

'
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Still another mile further off shore
Gloucester fisherman
the
rode, without motion, waters ae still
and glassy. Through the gloaming,
with the aid of glasses, figures might
be seen moving about her decks; and
d

vixen Is your blushing as it grew still more dark she lower ea
a small boat that theretofore bad
Alan shook a helpless head. The swung in davits. A little later a faint
thing defied reaeonable explanation. humming noise drifted across the tide.
He made a feeble stagger at it with"Power tender," the owner of the
out much satisfaction either to him Seaventure interpreted.
"Coming to
self or to the outraged Barcus.
call, I presume. Sociable lot. What
"No it's all a damnable mistake! I can't make out is why
they seem to
She's her sister I mean, the right think it necessary to tow our dory
back.
girl's sister bud her precise double
Uneasy conscience, maybe
fooled me not quite right in the bead, what?"
I'm afraid."
He lowered
the binoculars and
."You may well be afraid, you poor glanced Inquiringly at his employer,
flat!" Mr. Barcus snapped.
"D'you who grunted his disgust, and said no
know what she did? Threw me over more.
board! Fact! Came on deck a while
"Don't take It so hard, old top," Barago, sweet as peaches and all of a cus advised with a change of note
sudden whips out a gun as big as a from irony to sympathy. Then he rose
cannon, points it at my head and or- and dived down the companionway,
ders me to luff into the wind. Before presently to reappear with a megaI could make sure I wasn't dreaming, phone and a
shotgun.
she had fired twice in the air a sig'No cuttlng-ou- t
parties in this out
nal to that blessed fisherman astern fit,", he explained, grinning amiably.
there at least, they answered with None of that old stuff, revised to suit
two toots of a power whletle and your infatuated female friend once
changed course to run up to us. Look aboard the lugger and the man is
how she's gained already I"
mine!"
"But how did she happen to throw
Stationing himself at the seaward
you overboard?"
rail, where his figure would show-i- n
"Happen nothing!" Barcus snapped, sharp silhouette against the glowing
Bunset sky, he brandished the shotgetting to hie feet. "She did it
flew at me like a wildcat, gun at arm's length above bis head,
and before I knew what was up I and bellowed stertorously through the
was slammed backwards over the megaphone:
rail."
"Keep off! Keep off! This means
"I can't tel! you how serry I am," you! Come within gunshot and I'll
Alan responded gravely.
"There's blow your fool heads off!"
more to tell but one thing to be done
Putting aside the megaphone, he sat
down again. "Not that I'd dare fire
.first,"
"And that?" Mr. Barcus inquired thle blunderbuss," he confided, "with
suspiciously.
"To get rid of the lady." Alan announced firmly.
"Make that fisherman a present of the woman In the
case.
You don't mind parting with
the dory In a good cause if I pay for

water with a single spfuah, anjoia-In- g
to the surface a good ten yards
from the Seaventure. For the next
several seconds tbey were swimming
frantically, and not until three hundred feet or more separated them
from the schooner did either dar
pause for breath or a backward glance.
Then the impact of ths launch,
against the Seaventure's side rang out
acrose the waters, end with a husky
roar the launch blew up, spewing skywards a widespread fan of Same, Over
the .Seaventure, as this flamed anil
died,' pale fire seemed to hover like a
tremendous pall of phosphorescence,
weird and ghastly glare that suddenly
descended to the decks. There followed a crackling noise, a sound a
of the labored breathing of a giant;
and bright Came, orange, crimson,
violet and gold, licked out all over tha
schooner," from stem to stern, from
deck to topmasts.
It seemed several miuuUs that sue
burned in this wise it was probably
not so long before her decks blew
up and the flames swept roaring to
.
- , the sky.
By the time Alan and Barcus, swimming steadily, had gained a shoal
which permitted them footing in.
waist-deewaters, the Seaventure had
burned to the water's edge.
p

bloody-mindebride-to-be?-

(To be Continued)

"

double-barrele-

.

?'

"Take

it

for

nothing,"

Barcue

grumbled.
"Cheap at the price!"
He took Alan's place, watching him
with a sardonic eye as he drew the
tender in under the leeward quarter,
made It fast, and reopened the companionway.
As the girl came on deck with-

out other invitation, In a sullen rage
that only heightened her wonderful
loveliness, Alan noted that her first
look was for him, of untempered malignity; her second, for Barcus, with
a curling Hp; her third, astern, with
a glimmer of satisfaction as she recognized how well tho fisherman had
drawn up on the Seaventure.
"Friends of yours, I infer?" Alan
Inquired civilly.
judith noddcX
"Then it would save us some trouble
yourself included if you'll be good
enough to step into the dory without a
struggle."
Without a word, Judith stepped to
the rail and, as Barcus luffed, swung
herself overside into the dory.
Immediately Alan cast off, and as
the little boat sheered off, Barcus,
with a sigh of relief, brought the Seaventure once more back upon her
course.

.:::::v:::::::v:;:

friend.
But I tell you candidly," M
man to man, I don't believe one word
n foolishness!"
of it. It'e all d
His voice took on a plaintive accent, "Particularly this!" he expos-

For some few minutes there was silence between the two men, whilo the
tender dropped swiftly astern, the
woman plying a brisk pair of oars.
Theu, suddenly elevating his cose,
Barcus sniffed audibly. "Here," he
said sharply, "relieve me for a minute, will you? I want to go forward

and have a look at that motor."
In the time that he remained invisible between decks the fisherman
luffed, picked up the dory and its
occupant, and came round again In
open chase of the Seaventure.
When Barcus reappeared it wbb
with a grave face.
"The devil and the deep She," he observed obscurely, coming aft, "from
all their works, good Lord deliver uS!"
"What's the trouble now?"
"Nothing much only your playful
little friend has been up to another of
If you
tricks.
her
Bhould happen to want a smoke or
She Whips Out a Gun as Big as a Cannon,
when you go below,
three of us aboard. Now you'd best ever dreamed of loving you because anything to eat
and kiss yourself
a
find
mirror
Just
'
turn in. This is evidently to be your I hate you, too! What is love that
good-bbefore striking the match.
stateroom, this one to port, and you'll is no more than love? Can't you un- The drain-cockof both fuel tanks
have a long night's sleep to make up derstand?"
and there are upbeen
have
opened,
for what you've gone through dear"Judith!" he cried in a voice of stu- wards of a hundred and
fifty gallons
"But Oood Lord! how
est"
pefaction.
He drew nearer, dropping his voice did you get aboard? Where's Rose?" of highly explosive gasoline sloshing
around in the bilge!"
"Where you'll not find her easily
tenderly. And of a sudden, with a
Jlttle low cry, the girl came into his again," the woman angrily retorted.
CHAPTER XIII.
arme and clung paslonately to him.
"Trust me for that!"
"But you?" she murmured. "You
"What do you mean?" Illumination
No Quarter.
need rest as much as I! What about came in a blinding flash. "Do you
"Yes, yes," said Mr. Barcus Indulmean it was you you whom I brought
jrou?"
gently, breaking a long silence. "Very
"Oh, no I don't" he contended. "Be- aboard laet night?"
Interesting. Very interesting, indeed.
sides I'll have plenty of time to rest
"Who else?"
listened to a mors enter"You wajlaid her there. In the hotel, I've seldom
VP suse we'ia faMy ai ge
.Barcus
my poor young
taining
.

...

light-hearte- d

y

s

Flames Licked Out All Over the
Schooner.
this reek of gasoline;

but Just for

moral effect. Phew-w- !
I'd give a dol
lar for a breath of clean air; I've inhaled so much gaB In the last few
down to my
hours I'm
silly old toes!"
Gaining no response from Alan, he
observed critically: "Chatty little cus
tomer, your are," and resumed the
binoculars.
d

For thirty

minutee nothing hap
that the sound of
the fisherman's launch was stilled. It
rested moveless in the waters, two
figures mysteriously busy in the cockpit, the Seaventure's dory trailing behind it on a long painter.
these details became
Gradually
blurred, and were blotted out by the
closing shadows. The afterglow in
the west grew cool and faint. The
crimson waters darkened, to mauve,
to violet, to a translucent green, to
blackness. Far up the coast two
white eyes, peering over the horizon,
stared steadfastly through the dark.
"Chatham lights," Barcus said they
pened, other than

were.

Abruptly he dropped the glasses and

Jumped up. "Hear that!" he cried.
Now the humming of the motor was

again audible and growing louder with
every instant; and Alan, getting to his
feet in turn, infected with the excite
ment of Barcus, could Just make out
at some distance a dark ebadow beneath the dim, spluttering glimmer of
light, that moved swiftly and steadily
toward the Seaventure.
"What the devil!" he demanded,
puzzled.
"You uttered

a mouthful when you
said 'devil'!" Barcus commented,
grasping bis arm and hurrying him, to
the landward side of the vessel.
"Quick kick off your shoes get set
for a mile-lonswim! Devil's work,
all right!" he panted, hastily divesting himself of shoes and outer garments. "I couldn't made out what
they were up to till I saw them lash
the wheel, light the fuse, start the
motors and take to the dory. They've
made on grand little torpedo boat out
ei that tender"
He eprang upon the rail, steadying
himself with a stay. "Ready?" be
asked. "Look sharp 1"
By way of answer, Alan joined him;
the two had dived as one, entering the
g

NOTICE

OF PUBLICATION
No. 7650v,

In the District Court for the County

of San Miguel, in the Fourth Judicial
District of the State of New Mexico.
The Mutual Building and Loan Asso
ciation of Las Vegas,

'Plaintiff.

'

vs.
Wells Ward, et a!s.

,

Defendauts.
To: Wells Ward, Monterville Ward,
S. A. D. Ward, Jane Price, Tildia Hale,
J. H. Ward, George V. Ward, Ther- man A. Ward, B. F. Ward, Mada
Sammons, A. H. Ward, Le man Ward.
Marie Ward, London Ward,. Ada
Ward, Carl Ward, Ada Copley, Sarah
Preston, Docie Mills, Josep'i William
son, Albert Williamson, Adda Mills,
Blanche Cruin, Julias Williamson.
Ferrell Williamson, Elsie Williamson.
Manasha Williamson, Roy Williamson
Hubert Williamson,'
Vasa Venters,
Larcy Dingus, Arnold Dingus, Tona
Dingus, Verdle Dingus, Unknown Heirs
of Minta Farley, deceased, Unknown
Heirs of George W. "Ward, deceased,
certain of the defendants in the above)
entitled cause:
i
You and each of you; are hereby no
tified that an action of suit to fore
close a mortgage has ibeen commenced
against you and eacn. of you in the
above entitled District Court by The
Mutual Building and Ijoan Association
of Las Vegas, plaintiff; said caust-bein- g
numbered and entitled on .th
docket of Eaid court as above " set
forth; that the general objects of said
action and the nature of the relief
therein prayed for are as follows:
That said plaintiff have judgment for
12292.86 with interest from Nov. 17.
1914 at S per cent per annum until
paid, for principal, interest and attorneys fees on a promissory note exe
cuted and delivered by said George
W. Ward, deceased, In his life time.
to said plaintiff, for J2000, dated Sept.
6, 3910, payable two years after the
date thereof, with interest at 8 per
cent per annum, and attorneys fees;
also for the costs of this, action; also
to foreclose a certain mortgage exe
cuted and delivered to said plaintiff
by said George W. Ward, deceased, im
bis lifetime, dated Sept. 6, 1910, to se
cure the payment of said promissory
note covering the following described
land and real estate,
Those certain lots, tracts and par
cels o land and real estate situate,
lying and being in the county of San
Miguel and State of New Mexico, anil
described as follows, to wit: Lots 16
and' 17 in Block 7 of Las Vegas Town
to Las Vegas,
Company's Addition
now city of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
as shown on the official plat of .said
Addition, etc., with the hereditaments
and appurtenances;
That unless said defendants pay the
mount adjudged by said court to
be due and payable to said plaintiff.
within 90 days from the date of such
judgment, that the said land and real
estate be sold under the order of said
court to pay the said judgment, with
costs, expenses, interest and attorneys
fees, and that plaintiff may have general relief; all of which will more
fully appear by reference to said complaint on file in said cause.
That unless you, said named defend
ants, enter your appearance in said
cause on or before the 21st day of
January, A. D. 1915, judgment by de
fault or decree pro confesso will be
entered against you and each of yon
in said action or suit.
Said plaintiff's attorney Is A. T- Rogers, Jr., whose office and 'post of
fice address is First National Bank
Building, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Witness, my hand and seal this 2nd
day of December, A. T). 1014.
(Seal of Court)
to-wi- t:

.

LOREXZO jvelgado,
of said District Cmsi.

Clark

pui.Kc-rii'-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. THURSDAY,
SUICIDE

AT SPRINGS

Eduardo Moutano yesterday afternoon committed suicide at his home
at the Hot Surings, Montano shot
liiniiitilf in the front of the head, the
liullet entering the brain and causing
instant death. Justice of the Peace
Martinez made the examination of the
body and notified Sheriff Gallegos of
the facts. Montano has bean sick for
a long time and it is thought he took
his life in a suddent fit of despondency.

"I am tired of always being sick,"
he is reported to have said a short
time before he ended hia existence.
BAG

MYSTERY SOLVED

Assistant District Attorney Chester
Hunker has sworn out a criminal complaint against U K, Raymond, alias
I E. Kramer. On Sunday, November
29, it is charged, Raymond stole a
black leather hand bag, valued at ?14i
ad some clothing and papers valued
at $15, from the residence of Mr4El-le- n
E. Printer of the East side.,. The
articles belonged to William C. Mor

The
ris. Raymond then "beat it
local authoritiesi notified Albuquerque,
and the Duke City sheriff arrested the
man. Deputy Sheriff Felipo Lopez of
San Miguel county left today on train
No. 1 for Albuquerque to get Raymond." He will return with him

Bridge

I

Treasure Box."
1,500 FEET OF MOOSE

Jones Dairy Farm
Little Pig SaJusage, it's delicious 35c lb
Jones Da.iry Farm Sliced Bacon 40c lb
25c lb

Mr. Merchant, you will need a revenue cancellation stamp. Order early.
..
Optio Pub. Co.

Remember the 1,500 feet of Moose- heart film to be shown at the Mutual
theater tonight.

Fancy Stock
From Espanola
Cl

CZ

Per

Box

CARROTS
'

BEETS
PARSNIPS.

J.

""

H. YORK
Grocer and Baker

Order your revenue cancellors now.
Optic Pub. Co.
The New Mexico Normal University
North- - had a basketball rally in the school
auditorium this evening.
In
La-

Dance at the armory, Friday, De- cember 4, by the Young Men's club.
Admission

75c.

Good music.

Adv.

Candies served by the Young Indies' Altar Guild for sale at Ladies'
Guild "bazaar. Adv.

PPLES
200 Boxes

ROMAINE FIELDING WILL APPEAR
HERE TONUGHT IN "THE
DREAMER"

TURKEYS
OYSTERS
CELERY
HEAD LETTUCE
FRESH TOMATOES
TURNIPS
;
SWEET POTATOES

Mince meat and lots of good things
to eat at Ladies' Guild sale. Adv.;

Fish pond for the children
charge of Miss Ruth Winters at
dies' guild sale. Adv.

Store

STEARNS

PERSIMMONS.
BANANAS.
NEW ORANGES.
STRAWBERRIES.
CRANBERRIES

NEWS

Cutler Brothers, insurance,
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Revenue cancellation stamps with
your name and address, and a full
set of dates. Order now from The
Optic Pub. Co.
The Ladles' Guild of St. Paul's
church will dispose of Red Cross
Christmas stamps at its sale on Satur
day at the Coors building.

The local lodg"e of Elks" invites the
public of Las Vegas to attend the
Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, re- Elks' memorial service at 2:20 o'clock
moved to 407 Washington. Gowns at Sunday afternoon.
popular prices. Adv.
The Woodmen of the World will
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged meet tonight for the purpo&e of holdin wood. Direct from the distillery to ing the annual election of officers. All
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. members are requested to lie present.

for holiday stationery
Rev. Dr. J. H. Landau will speak on
greetings must be in by Decem- the subject "Brother Against Brothber 15. Optic Pub. Co.
er," tomorrow evening at Temple Mon-ttfiore. The public is cordially invitBuy your Christmas presents at the ed to attend.
Ladies' Guild sale Saturday afternoon
The Royal Neighbors of America
In the Coors building.
Something to
will meet tonight. All members are
please everyone. Adv.
requested to be present, as theret.will
The office of the county clerk has be election of officers and the transissued a marriage license to Maria action of other business.
Aneda Padllla, aged 20, of Pueblo,
The party which was to have been
N. M., and Miguel Ribera, aged 24, of
this week by the Plus Ultra
given
San Miguel.
class of the First Methodist Sunday
Order your embossed stationery and school has been postponed until De- Christmas cards, now before the rush cember 11. '
is on. Optic Pub. Co,
Friends of the Rev. E. C. Anderson,
The Knights and Ladles Sewing who was formerly pastor of the First
club will meet Friday afternoon with Methodist Episcopal church here, will
Mrs. Charles Spidel, No. 1 Grand avet- - be pleased to leara that he is happy
in his new. pulpit at Roswell. Mr. Anderson wishes to be remembered to
Christmas will be here before you all his friends of Las Vegas.
are ready, for It Better order your
stationer" and holiday Christmas givers have seized time
embossed
greetings today. Optic Pub. Co.
jby the forelock and given it a yank,
Several packages were presented at
J. L. iMalaney and wife have open- - the postofflce today, well addressed,
ed the studio in the Veeder building, insured and marked: "Do not open
High class photographic work of aill until Christmas." This makes a good
kinds. Kodak finishing done. Adv.
beginning. ''The postofflce officials advise Christmas gift givers to buy and
The New Mexico Normal University mall all articles early, to insure
has rented the armory for the use of .prompt delivery
the school's basketball teams. Practice will begin' after the first of the
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
'"
next year.
'''.)' ,i
Letters remaining uncalled for for
the week ending November 28:
There will be a regular monthly "Mahala
Frederick A.
Anderson,
meetig of the E. Romero Hose and Bloche, George Demetry, Mrs. Chas.
Fire company tomorrow evening. In
W. Hubbard, Mrs. Dellie
view of the successful year that the Hamilton, J,
Donaciono Martinez, Don Llan-dro- i
Larr,
organization haa enjoyed the hoard
Mrs. Matilde Quesnel, Dona
of trustees will furnish a nice lunch.
Romera, Sr., Marie Robinson,
Charles ,M. Robinson, Francis Speare.
of
H
the
Gu.ird
National
Company
When calling for the above letters
of New Mexico will hold a drill tomorplease ask for advertised letters.
row night at the armory. Cap-al- n
. E. V LONG, P. M.
Armijo is discharging several 'memnot
n
been
bers who have
regularl their
AUTO STAGE
attendance, and Is filling their places
with new men. The National Guard
Automobile stags line to Mora triis a fine institution, and it Is the duty weekly, Tuesday,1" Thursday and Satof men who join the local company to urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
be regular in . their attendance at m., arriving Mora 9M5 a. m. Leave
drills, says' the captain. Sergeant Mora- - p., m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
Burns, U. S. A., will be present to- m. Fare for jotind trip, $5; one way,
morrow evening to Instruct the offi- 3. Round trip tickets good for one
cers and men.
week.
H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
All orders

aind

THE CASH GROCER
A STORE FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE
EVERYBODY INCLUDED
One of the chief and most important ambitions of the
management of this store since its establishment has
been to make It, first of all, a store FOR ALL THE
PEOPLE. We are continually getting In new furniture and hardware and are endeavoring to give the best
values at a moderate price. We extend every possible
courtesy to all our customers whether large or small
buyers.
LET US HAVE YOUR BUSINESS. CASH OR CREDIT.

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.

E. S. LEWIS,

511 Sixth St.

7

r.7r.

Phone Vegas 114

Our undertaking

department is in charge of Mr. Charles Day, who
haa had fifteen years' experience in the business. All work guaranteed. Our private ambulance is always ready.
"

knows there is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she toiows the best
Is the cheapest That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
At

the Home

Of The

Best Of Everyting

Ealile

Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey
i

!

THE GRAAF & H4YVAHD GO.

Furnitiira

rrrnTl .:.

STORE

I

""In:

II

Installments

&

Phone

i"

'.

Main 379

LUDWID

WM.

Everything in Furniture and Hardware.

1LFELD

Don't neglect to order your
Christmas cards.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED

.

i876

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
S3

The happy homes

of your many
friends!

0

You can have the same. Every
week we are furnishing somebody's home completely, through
the medium of our low prices
and liberal terms. A few dollars each week or month brings
you this enduring pntisfaction.

V--

4

Trunin m$W)U&&Hm$Wl

J. C.

Johnsen & Son

Complete Home Furnishers.

The only kind

that stand

up and give
satisfactory service In

'' this country.

THE CHILDREN'S

HOME OF THE
LARGE FRATERNAL ORDER
TO BE DESCRIBED

Cars and a full assortment of parts
on hand at all times. Also prompt
and efficient Ford
service.

This evening at the Mutual theater
on Bridge street will be shown 1,500
feet of film descriptive of the Moose

national home for orphaned boys and
This institution appropriately
girls.
is called "Mooseheart," as the Mooae
are heartily interested in the work of
making good citizens of boys and girls

Don't wait, call for a demonstration
at any time.

J. F.VVESNFR

ll

SHOPPING DAYS

LAS VEGAS AUTO & MACHINE CO.

J

J

.

TILL CHRISTMAS
are displaying swell lines of

Cut Glass.

Silverware.
China Closets.
Buffets.

Dressers.
Library Tables,

SDMI 1

.it

a

Tush iheButton-andl&s- f

II

'room
ll'i

to be highly interesting.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

SEEN IN PICTURES

We

the

of

WILL BE

(100SEHEART

Hza

We were able to spare enough
in our new store building
to add a complete line of FURNITURE and RUGS. We did it
without practically any additional expense. We are now of
fering FURNITURE and RUGS
max are very reasoni jjm-eable indeed.

Reum

Moose will give a brief lecture as the
pictures are shown. He is to make a
special trip to Las Vegas for this
purpose and his remarks are expected

A

The reappearance of an old time favorite with Las Vegas movie fans is
announced for tonight, when Romaine
Fielding will be seen at the Photoplay
theater in his own two-refeature,
"The "Dreamer." When he was located here Mr. Fielding was a great
favorite with the motion picture patrons, and his operations were watched
persons. It is
by many interested
rumored that he is expected to return
to Las Vegaa lu the early spring, to
remain here, with his company, for
several months.
is a synopsis of "The
Following
Dreamer:"
Al Morez, dreamer, while transfer
ring a scene of God s nanaiworK to
his canvas hears a shirll cry, he turns
and Bees a young girl falling from
the rocks. He gives her aid, and a
friendship is born that later is sealed
by love. The dreamer's brother, Eb-en, comes home upon a vacation and
like a snake brings drakness into the
peaceful Eden, crushing happiness into
a distorted thing. He takes Al's
sweetheart and weds her. A child is
born. The , old father of the boys.
thinking he Is about to pas3 over the
Great Divide, gives all of his estate
to Bnen, who, despising the dreamer,
throws him out upon the world. Five
years later Al fti working in the pottery, and the eider brother living on
the riotous road of the neuveritch,
mixing with companions whose deeds
have sped many to perdition . He he-comes hysterical with his environ
ments, places his father in an asylum
that he may have a free hand, then
leaves his wife and child. The dreamer hears of this through a staunch
servant and goes to his old sweetheart whom the doctor pronounces to
be near death. He then goes in search
of his brother and finds him in the
midst of a reckless throng. Tearing
him away by physical force he drags
him home to the bedridden wife. The
dreamer then wanders beside the
brook where in theearly days he and
Aida spoke their words of love. He
removes the vines that have grown
around a stick that his sweetheart had
planted, then breaking it apart lets
it float down the stream of destiny,
as he offers a prayer to the supreme
master.
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Old Fashioned

MORE

RED AND WHITE GRAPES

PICTURES

LOCAL
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MARKET

Mystery-Epis- ode

The Elusive

National Director

who have no one to direct their energies and ambitions in the right directions.
Mooseheart la located a short dls
tance from Chicago and a splendidly
equipped place. The Moose are Justly
proud of it The pictures will be
shown immediately preceding the
"Million Dollar Mystery" films.

BE SEEN ONCE

Old Taylor WhldRey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

KIND

Farm Sausage

12,

1914.

SAlllOOAY'S

First Show Starts at 7:15

THURSDAY
"The Million Dollar

3,

OLD FAVORITE

St:

TONIGHT

that

lllE QETTEfl
Brookfield

MUTUAL THLATER

No.

It has been reported to The Optic
Mil toil Taichert Is contemplating the inauguration of a movement
leading up to a bran new mustache.
The informant must have received advance information from some Bource,
because, when seen by The Optic's
representative today Mr. Talchert's
natphysiognomy appeared perfectly
ural. There was no trace of hirsute
adornment. When he heard that Mr.
Taichert was entering Into competition with, him, Leon Guy removed
what would in time have been . his
mustache and his upper lip has' now
regained Its original state of nudity.
He is not likely to catch cold, it Is
announced by experts.

DECEMBER

,

Easy Rockers.
j,
Hall .Seats and Mirrors.
f
Davenport and Duofold Beds.
.Wilton and Axrninster Rugs.
Come and see our grand array
for the holidays.- -
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